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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The pressure modeling technique is used to study upward fire spread on fuel

walls composed of char-forming or laminated materials. Time-resolved

measurements are obtained at one-atmosphere (full-scale) and at elevated

pressure (model scales) to characterize fire growth in terms of rate of total

mass loss, flame height and maximum lateral flame extent during the spread

process. The char-forming materials (pine-wood, particle-board and a rigid,

polyurethane foam) are tested in a 900 wall corner configuration while the

laminated materials (polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) or ceramic backings) are

tested in a wall configuration. Thermally-thick PMMA is tested in both

configurations for purposes of comparison.

The following results are obtained from the modeling study:

I. Pressure modeling is sufficiently accurate for the prediction of fire

growth from a point ignition on a uniform PMMA wall when both upward and

lateral flame spread processes occur.

2. The behavior of the flame spread process at elevated air pressures, for

walls composed of a face layer of PMMA with a thick nonburning backing

layer, is not completely consistent with a simplified analysis of thermal

conduction processes.

3. Pressure modeling of fire growth in a wall corner configuration is

quite accurate for cellulosic, char-forming materials and for PMMA. The

cellulosics at one atmosphere exhibit a flame extinction phenomenon due to

char buildup after significant lateral flame spread that is not observed

at elevated pressures.

4. Thermally thick, rigid, high density polyurethane foam in a corner

configuration will not support significant flame spread at one-atmosphere

but will at elevated pressures with a properly scaled, small PMMA ignition

source. This behavior is perhaps due to excessive radiant heat loss from

the char and the intumescent character of the char at one-atmosphere. Gas

phase chemical kinetics, which may be the most important factor in the

initiation of flame spread on the full-scale foam, is clearly not

modeled. ix



5. A simplified analysis of thermal conduction in a laminated material is

used to show how flame spread rates are affected by the thermal properties

of the face layer and backing at both one-atmosphere and at elevated

pressures.

6. A numerical technique is used to predict one-dimensional, transient

fuel mass flux, fuel surface temperature and char thickness during

material exposure to a prescribed radiant (and convective) heat flux.

Calculated results show that reasonable pressure modeling of flame spread

rates should be expected for the cellulosic fuels due to increases in

surface temperature and char production for conditions simulating elevated

air pressure.

These results lead to two main conclusions:

1. Pressure modeling of three-dimensional fire spread on uniform wal

and wall corners has now been validated for PMMA and for wood fuels.

has not yet been established that the modeling technique is valid for

predicting fire growth on other charring fuels in corner configurations.

Results from this and previous studies have shown that in general, the

complex process by which self-sustained fire spread is initiated is not

pressure modeled. Such fire spread initiation occurs readily at elevated

pressures because surface radiant heat loss and the action of gas phase

chemical retardents cannot be modeled. With the wood and PMMA fuels, fire

spread rates on wall-ceiling corners should also be predictable by

pressure modeling, based on previous work
(20 ) 

with ceiling channel

configurations.

2. It appears that much more experimental information is needed before

pressure modeling can be used to predict fire growth on practical

composite materials. At present the thickness of all components

(including adhesives) within the thermal wave developed during fire spread

must be modified according to the pressure modeling scheme. However,

radiant exposure in real enclosure fires may well be sufficiently high (2-

4 W/cm
2
) to confine thermal wave penetration to a surface layer of fuel

during fire spread. Pressure modeling of such a fire spread process would

then be accurate without any modification of the laminated material.



I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is: i) to study, by experiment, the behavior of

upward fire spread and growth at both atmospheric and elevated air pressures;

and 2) to perform an analysis of transient, one-dimensional heat conduction

and pyrolysis, in order to determine the applicability of the pressure model-

ing technique to char-forming and laminated materials.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Materials within an aircraft cabin can be exposed to flame heat transfer from

external fuel-spill fires after an aircraft accident. It is desirable to have

cabin materials which will limit any compartment fire growth initiated by the

external fire. Methods for characterizing the fire growth potential of a

variety of aircraft cabin materials in various configurations are therefore

needed. One method for studying the effect of fuel configuration and geometry

on transient fire growth is the pressure modeling technique, whereby experi-

ments with small-scale fuels are conducted at elevated air pressures to

simulate full-scale, controlling fluid mechanic and thermal parameters. It is

important to determine how effects due to changes in fuel composition will

alter such a modeling process.

Fire growth within an aircraft cabin can occur by several different modes.

One such mode is by upward and lateral fire spread on vertical cabin sur-

faces. In a previous study
( I)

, the feasibility of modeling fire spread on

vertical walls through the use of small-scale experir -its at elevated air

pressure (pressure modeling technique) was proven for a homogeneous fuel with

simple vaporization characteristics, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). The

present study deals with fuels which undergo pyrolysis reactions leading to

char formation and fuels that are composites of two different maerials lamin-

ated together. While such materials are more like real fuels than homogeneous

PMMA, an effort has been made to use the simplest possible charring and lamin-

ated materials so that the pressure modeling behavior can be understood.

Ii



Relatively simple fuel configurations are also used for this study in order to

facilitate subsequent analysis. Laminated materials are burned in an unbound-

ed wall configuration ignited at a single point to take advantage of the flame

spread characteristics of the surface layer of PMMA fuel. Char-forming

materials will ordinarily not sustain extensive flame spread unless exposed to

a minimum heat flux level. In the present study, the exposure is provided, in

part, by a small, PMMA initiator built into the charring fuel. The remainder

of the exposure flux results from the use of a 900 corner configuration, which

allows some thermal radiation lost from one wall of the corner to be captured

by the opposite wall.

II

PRESSURE MODELING EXPERIMENTS

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT SKETCYED IN FIGURES I AND 5

2.1.1 CONFIGURATION OF LAMINATED FUELS. An unbounded vertical wall ignited

at a point near the wall base is used to test pressure modeling concepts for

laminated fuels and for uniform PMMA. Tables 1 and 2 list the fuel composi-

tions and dimensions, respectively, used in the assembly of the full-scale and

model wall configurations. Those dimensions in Table 2 denoted as "scaled"

(fuel height and width, etc.) are reduced from the full-scale values listed

when used in the model configurations. As explained in References 1 and 2,

the pressure modeling scheme requires that such a reduction of length scales

be made proportional to the minus 2/3 power of absolute air pressure. At air

pressures of 11.2, 20.5 and 31.6 atmospheres, this tranlates into respective

length scale reductions by factors of 1/5, 1/7.5 and 1/10. Fuel thickness,

except for that of the uniform PMMA wall, is not scaled in this manner due to

practical limitations. Instead, a thermally thick backing layer is used while

the PMMA face layer is maintained at a constant thickness for all pressures.

A fixed fuel thickness would be used in practice if complex composite fuels

were to be subjected to any flammability test. For the case of uniform PMMA,

cast slabs 1/5 and 1/10 the full-scale, 31.75 mm thickness happen to be

commercially available. Another exception to the modeling scheme is the case

of the PMMA-PMMA laminate wall. The model fuels correspond to the PMMA-Inert

prototype dimensions, instead of those for the PMMA-PMMA laminate.

2Ai



TABLE I

DESCRIPTION OF WALL MATERIALS AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Density Thermal Diffusivity pC)
Wall Material Composition [k/m3 [[ K2 ]

[m~m /s] 2i /mK4

Inert "Cotronics" type 256 2.425 x 10- 7  1.742 x 104

360 Ceramic Board

PMMA Polymethylmethacrylate 1200 7.95 x 10
-8 5.54 x 105

(Melting) ("Plexiglas, cast,

type G)

Pine-Wood Cellulose "I x 10" 434 1.92 x 10
- 7  5.21 x 104

(Char-Forming) pine board

Particle-Board Cellulose particleboard 694 9.07 x 10-8 1.75 x 105

(Char-Forming) ("Versaboard" Douglas Fir)

CM-37 Rigid Polyurethane Foam 320 1.76 x 10
- 7  1.98 x l0

4

(Char-Forming) (from NBS office of

Standard Reference

Materials) Polymeric

Isocyanate

In - II liI.



TABLE II

DIMENSIONS OF FUEL CONFIGURATIONS

SKETCHED IN FIGURES I AND 5

Scaled Scaled Width of Wall PMMA Initiator

Fuel Material Thickness Height (each leg of corner) Scaled Height

Type [mm [)] [m [mmi

PfMA Wall 31.75, scaled 0.8985 0.2286

PMMA-PMOA 3.18 - front iace 0.8985 0.2286

laminate wall 31.75 - backing at 1 atm

12.7 - backing at > 1 atm

PMMA-Inert 3.18 - front face 1.22 0.305

laminate wall 25.4 - inert backing

PMMA wall

corner 31.75 at 1 atm 0.8985 0.137

12.7 at > 1 atm

Particle-

board wall

corner 19.05 1.22 0.2 and 0.15 102

Pine-wood

wall corner 19.05 1.21 0.22 51

Inert wall

corner 12.7 0.61 0.2 102

GM-37

wall corner 51 at I atm 1.22 0.2 102

25 at > I atm

4J



Both laminated fuel walls are assembled with a ceramic adhesive ("Cotronics"

type 901) to bond the face layer to the backing layer. This bonding is aided

by mechanical fasteners (machine screws at 1 atm and small diameter bolts at

11.2 atm) or clamps. For the PMMA-PMMA laminate, the ceramic adhesive also

acts as an inerting agent, preventing the involvement of the PMMA backing in

fuel vaporization while allowing heat transmission to the backing.

Two difficulties were encountered during use of the ceramic paste in the full-

scale laminate; a nonuniform paste thickness and an overly long drying time,

both due to the large area of PMMA involved. The thickness of the ceramic

paste varied from 0.8 mm up to 3 mm, with the average thickness being 1.6 mm

at full-scale but perhaps an order of magnitude less in the model fuels.

Complete drying of the ceramic paste was prevented by the impermeable PMMA

surface at full-scale but reasonable drying times of several hours were

possible with the model fuels.

2.1.2 CONFIGURATION OF CHAR-FOR41NG FUELS. An unbounded, 90° 
degree corner

arrangement is used to test pressure modeling predictions for char-forming

fuels and for uniform PMMA. Fire spread is initiated for the char-forming

fuels by a small PMMA corner insert which is flush with the front surface and

bottom edges of the larger, charring material. Dimensions and compositions of

all these components are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The width of each leg of

the PMMA corner initiator is one-half the scaled height listed in Table 2

while the initiator thickness is a constant 12.7 mm for both the full-scale

and model tests. This constant PMMA thickness, which results in the initiator

approaching a thermally thin condition in the latter stages of the full-scale

experiments, is probably not important in the modeling of fire spread. To

characterize the flame height from the PMMA initiator alone, an inert wall

corner was fabricated with the initiator insert.

For the laminated fuels, the thickness dimensions listed in Table 2 are not

scaled down with increased pressure since a thermally thick condition is

maintained. The larger-than-required thickness of the models enables the

cellulosic corners to be fabricated conveniently with finishing nails. A

solvent-type cement is used to fabricate both the PMMA fuel corners and PMMA



initiators. The ceramic adhesive noted above is used to bond the two legs of

the inert corner. This same adhesive is applied to the outer, top and bottom

edges of all the fuel samples, (wall as well as corners) thereby confining

flame spread to the front face.

Because cellulosic fuels absorb moisture, both the pine-wood and particle-

board configurations are dried thoroughly before each experiment in an oven

set for 90-100%C. Values of density for the char-forming fuels listed in

Table 1 are measured from oven-dried samples. The model cellulosic fuels,

after being cut from the same board as the full-scale sample, are dried and

then stored (no more than 2 days) in plastic bags until being placed in the

pressure vessel. To insure a dry atmosphere in the vessel, room air is purged

from the chamber before pressurization with air having a dew point below 194 K

(-79°C).

2.1.3 EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND PROCEDURES. The flame spread experiments

commence with the ignition of a 25.4 mm long, 6.35 mm diameter PMMA rod at one

atmosphere or a small wooden toothpick at elevated pressures. For the wall

configurations, this ignition source protrudes from the vertical centerline a

scaled distance of 25.4 mm from the wall base, normal to the fuel surface.

The same ignition source is used for the wall-corner configurations. Instead

of being in contact with the fuel, however, the rod or toothpick is inserted

horizontally into the apex of an inert, corner-shaped slab of "Cotronics"

board upon which the fuel corner rests. The ignition source is then directly

below the bottom edge of the apex of the PMMA initiator, separated from the

PMMA by 12.7 mm at one-atmosphere and by 3 me at elevated pressures. At all

scales, the energy provided by the burning rod or toothpick is probably close

to the minimum amount needed for initiation of upward fire spread.

Once flame spread up the wall or corner begins, flame position and total fuel

mass are measured as functions of time. The mass-loss measurement, obtained

from a strain gauge type of load transducer, contains random fluctuations of

up to + 0.5 and + 0.1 grams at one atmosphere and elevated pressures, respect-

ively. These fluctuations are 0.2% and 2% of the respective total average

mass-loss during the experiment. The relatively high noise level of the mass

loss signal at elevated pressures is due to the fast scan rates required

6



during a maximum of 30 seconds of digital data acquisition, with a consequent

decrease in filtering efficiency. Most of this noise is eliminated during

data reduction by obtaining mass loss rates from a least squares regression

fit to the raw measurements.

Flame position on or above the fuel is obtained by motorized, 35 m still

photography at rates up to 4 frames per second. Projection of the 35 mm

transparencies onto a ground glass screen alows flame height and width to be

measured conveniently. A vertical length scale, graduated in alternately

colored 1 centimeter bands, appears next to the fuel in the photographs to

permit resolution of flame position to within 0.3% of total fuel height.

Flame spread time is obtained from a photographed digital clock. At one-atmo-

sphere, the time measurement can be resolved to within 1 second about 0.2% of

the total fire spread duration. Time is resolvable to 0.1 second at elevated

pressures, which represents about 0.5% of total spread time in most cases.

2.2 FIRE GROWTH BEHAVIOR

2.2.1 IGNITION SOURCE. The flame height above the PMMA rod ignition source

at one atmosphere is about 0.1 m. For the corner configuration, this means

that the ignition flame nearly reaches the top edge of the PMMA corner initi-

ator. Flame height from the burning toothpick at 11.2 atmospheres is 0.0175

to 0.02 m high, or about the required factor of five smaller than the one-

atmosphere flame. At higher pressures, the toothpick flame height is roughly

the same 20 mn value and thus is somewhat larger than required for modeling.

2.2.2 WALL FIRES. The flame spreads upward on the wall from the PMMA igni-

tion rod or wooden toothpick at a much higher rate than that of lateral or

downward flame spread. A tear-shaped flame on the surface of the PMMA fuel

results, with the maximum flame width occurring near the ignition level during

most of the spread process (as the total spread width approaches .14 - .16 m,

lateral spread rates near the top of the fuel become more important). The

uniform PMMA wall is transparent, allowing both the flame and pyrolysis fronts

to be seen by photography from the (nonburning) back side.

7



For the PMMA-PMMA laminate, the ceramic paste between the thin face layer and

backing prevents the thick backing layer from burning. At one-atmosphere, a

region without flame is visible at the base of the wall where the face layer

has been consumed. This burnout region grows from .03 m to 0.3 m above the

wall base as flame spread proceeds from half-way up the wall to the top of the

fuel. For the PMMA-Inert laminate, upward flame spread on the face layer is

much more rapid due to the low density backing. The face layer is consumed

near the base of this laminate only after flame spread to the top of the wall

has occurred. However, about 600 seconds after ignition, burnout of the face

layer is observed to a height of 0.7 m above the wall base.

2.2.3 WALL-CORNER FIRES. To characterize the 0.1 m high PMMA initiator of

fire spread in the corner configuration, flame height is measured with inert

walls supporting the PMMA insert. At one-atmosphere, peak flame height of

about 0.41 m occurs roughly 540 seconds after ignition. Similar values of

flame height, about 0.45 m if scaled to one-atmosphere conditions, are measur-

ed during model tests at 11.2 and 20.5 atmospheres for corresponding scaled

times after ignition. Generally, flame spread on fuel walls of the corner

configuration occurs within 200-300 seconds, when flames are just slightly

above the 0.1 m high PMMA initiator.

Experiments with cellulosic char-forming fuels in the corner configuration

demonstrate self-sustained upward flame spread from a PMMA initiator if the

fuels have low moisture content. A 51 mm high PMMA initiator is found to be

adequate for pine-wood ignition but not for the particle-board fuel, which

requires the 102 mm high PMMA. In both cases, flame spreads to the top of the

corner while generally confined to the apex region. Lateral spread then

follows most rapidly near the top of the fuel as a "V" shaped pattern is

formed. In contrast to PMMA fuel, flame spread does not continue laterally to

the outer edge of the walls at one-atmosphere. The one-atmosphere process of

lateral spread halts rather suddenly with pine-wood and particle-board when

the char build-up in the apex region extinguishes flaming combustion there.

In two tests with particle-board at one-atmosphere, complete extinction occurs

reproducibly after about 720 seconds and a maximum lateral propagation on each

leg of 0.127 m from the corner (0.18 m total flame width projected onto a

plane normal to the apex angle bisector). Complete extinction occurs with

8



full-scale pine-wood after about 360 seconds and maximum lateral propagation

of 0.165 m from the corner (0.23 m total projected flame width). This extinc-

tion phenomenon is not observed with cellulosic fuels at elevated pressures

until well after flame spread across the entire fuel surface is complete.

(3)
Experiments with GM-37, a rigid polyurethane foam

(3  
as the wall corner

material show that self-sustained upward flame spread is not possible at one-

atmosphere during exposure to 0.05, 0.1 or 0.2 m high PMMA initiators. With

the 0.1 m high initiator discussed before, flame spreads upward to a maximum

height of only 0.61 m. Further upward spread is retarded by bubbling of the

GM-37 surface (intumescent effect) and dripping of urethane fuel down over the

PMMA initiator. By 600 seconds after ignition, this dripping partially

extinguishes the PMMA fire. The result for GM-37 is very different at elevat-

ed pressures since rapid upw~.rd and lateral flame spread occurs.

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Time resolved measurements of total flame height, upward flame spread rate,

maximum flame width and fuel mass loss rate are shown in Figures 1-25. For

the transparent PMMA fuel wall, measurements of pyrolysis zone height, upward

pyrolysis spread rate and maximum pyrolysis width are shown in addition to the

flame height time-history. Data from full-scale and model experiments has

been correlated in Figures 1-25 by utilizing the pressure modeling scheme.

Since the time scale of model experiments is reduced as the -4/3 power of

ambient air pressure, all time measurements are multiplied by the 4/3 power of

the ratio of actual air pressure, p, to standard atmospheric pressure, po.

Beyond this pressure correction, the time origin for many elevated pressure

experiments has been shifted to yield the best correlation of data during the

initial stages of upward fire spread. The time origin for the full-scale

experiments corresponds roughly to ignition of the PMMA fuel or corner initia-

tor.

2.3.1 FLAME HEIGHT. It can easily be shown that successful modeling of

transient heat release rates, , by elevated pressure experiments also

implies successful modeling of flame heights. Consider the burning of fuel

vapor in a free plume above a burning solid. Empirical correlations from

9



Steward
(4 ) 

and from You and Faeth
(5 ) 

give the flame height, xf, above such a

fuel source as follows:

xf= C (_.)2/5
f I p.

where p. is ambient air density and C1 is a constant for a given fuel heat of

combustion, stoichiometry and ambient temperature. In the pressure modeling

scheme, heat flux, O" , increases as p2/
3 

but since fuel area is decreasing as

total heat release rate decreases as p-
2
/
3
. Ambient air density at

constant ambient temperature is simply proportional to ambient pressure, p.

As a result, the flame height correlation yields a decrease in xf as p-2 /3

which is just the dependence required by the pressure modeling technique.

If combustion occurs in a wall plume (or wall fire, as in the present experi-

ments) instead of a free plume, the following expression can be derived from

the analysis of Steward(6) by assuming one-half the entrainment of the free

plume:

xf C2

where C2 is a constant for a given fuel and 0' is the total heat release rate

per unit width of the wall configuration. Since heat flux, c" , should

2/3 -2/3
increase a p while pyrolysis height xp, decreases as p

x

' P 0" dx shoiild be independent of pressure. The wall fire flame height

therefore decreases as p-
2 3

, in accord with the modeling scheme.

Because all characteristic lengths are reduced as (p/p0 2) , the correction

of flame height, xf, (and pyrolysis height, xp) for pressure by the factor

shown in Figures 1-7A should result in a correlation of data for each materi-

al. To the extent that fuel thickness is important during the flame spread

process, a high degree of correlation, and hence modeling success, would not

be expected in those cases where the sample thickness is the same at both

atmospheric and ambient pressures.

10



Modeling of flame height and pyrolysis height on the PMMA wall (Figures 1 and

2) is quite good. It appears that the maximum scaled flame height for the

models is somewhat greater than that for the full-scale fuel even though the

fuel is thermally thick and fuel thickness is scaled properly. Flame heights

greater than 0.9 m, it should be noted, are above the top edge of the PMMA

wall.

Figure 3 shows the expected similarity between flame spread on the laminate

and that on uniform PMMA walls at one atmosphere. This flame spread similar-

ity is probably due to the small disturbance of PMA thermal characteristics

by the ceramic cement and the small amount of PMMA surface layer consumed

during most of the one-atmosphere flame spread process. At extinguishment of

the full-scale PMMA-PMMA laminate fire, the 3.18 mm face layer is indeed

consumed in a triangular region only 0.46 m high and 0.11 m wide at the base

of the wall. The amount of face layer consumed was apparently not enough to

reduce the wall burning rate and hence the flame height.

It is not clear why the scaled flame heights for the model PMMA-PMMA laminates

are much greater than the values at one-atmosphere. In fact, these model

flame heights are very similar to those for the PMMA-Inert laminate in

Figure 4. The inert backing in the latter case reduces the heat loss suffi-

ciently to cause an observable increase in flame spread rate compared to

uniform PHMA, data for which is also shown in Figure 4. Another unexpected

result is the good agreement between model and full-scale flame heights for

the PMMA-Inert laminate. At elevated pressures, the PMMA face layer should

begin to simulate a thermally thick PMMA slab rather than the thermally thin

condition that roughly exists at one-atmosphere. It can be seen in Figure 4

that flame heights tend progressively toward those for the uniform PMMA wall

as ambient pressure increases but this shift is much less than expected.

Pressure modeling accuracy for flame height on the PMMA wall-corner is excep-

tionally good, as shown by the data in Figure 5. This excellent flame height

correlation even extends to the region above the fuel surface at xf - 0.9 m.

For the particle-board corner (see Figure 6), modeling of flame height is also

fairly good at 11.2 and 20.5 atmospheres. Flame heights are clearly less than

expected (below the correlation) at the 31.6 atmosphere pressure. Note that

11m
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the 1 atmosphere extinction phenomenon discussed earlier leads to a sharp

decrease in full-scale flame height at about 700 seconds. A similar flame

height behavior is seen in Figure 7, where results for pine-wood are correlat-

ed. In this case, the modeling scheme is quite accurate at all three elevated

pressures. The extinction of lateral fire spread at one atmoshpere leads to a

peak, full-scale flame height somewhat below that predicted by the model

tests.

Flame height measurements for the GII-37 rigid foam material are correlated in

Figure 7A. The lack of sustained upward flame spread at one atmosphere is

evident from the nearly constant, 0.6 m flame height on the 1.22 m high fuel

from 350 to 550 seconds after ignition. Flame heights associated with the

PNMA initiator alone set into an inert corner are also shown in Figure 7A.

There appears to be only a small contribution from the GM-37 fuel at one

atmosphere, leading to a peak flame height about 0.2 m greater than that due

to the PMMA alone. On the other hand, upward flame spread is seen to proceed

rapidly up the total fuel height of the models at 11.2 and 20.5 atmospheres.

Flame heights for the two model scales are well-correlated by the variables in

Figure 7A. It is possible that the full-scale flame heights would also follow

the model correlation if a sufficiently large initiator of flame spread were

used.

2.3.2 UPWARD FLAME SPREAD RATE. For each of the fuel configurations, the

transient flame height data in Figures 1-7 are fit with a cubic polynomial

least squares regression. This polynomial fit is then differentiated to give

vertical flame spread rates. Since the ratio of length to solid phase time

(velocity) should increase as p2/3 in the modeling scheme, flame spread rates

are corrected fir pressure by the p2/ 3 factor shown in Figures 8-13. As

expected, correlation of rates of change of flame heights are far less satis-

factory than the original flame height correlations. Only the PMMA corner

configuration still yields favorable modeling success when upward spread rates

are examined.

Figures 8 and 9 show clearly that modeling of upward flame spread rate on a

PMMA wall improves as air pressure increases from 11.2 to 31.6 atmosphere.

This phenomenon, which has been discussed previously, is due to the competing
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effects of low solid surface radiative heat loss and flame radiative satura-

tion. The former effect is more important at 11.2 atmoshperes, leadiag to

spread rates higher than expected from the modeling scheme while flame satura-

tion leads to reduced spread rates, closer to the expected values at 31.6

atmospheres.

Upward flame spread rates on the PMMA-inert laminate wall are correlated in

Figure 10. Here, the approach to thermally thick behavior as elevated pres-

sure increases can be seen more clearly than was the case for the flame height

data in Figure 4.

For the wall-corner configurations, modeling of upward flame spread rate is

only accurate for the PMMA fuel, as is evident in Figures 11-13. Spread rates

for particle-board are less than expected at 11.2 and 20.5 atmospheres but

modeling for pine-wood is reasonably good at these pressures (see Figures 12

and 13). At 31.6 atmospheres, scaled spread rates for both particle-board and

pine-wood are much less than corresponding one-atmosphere values.

2.3.3 FLAME WIDTH. Data on the maximum width of the flame zone (or pyrolysis

zone for the case of the PMMA wall) as a function of time are correlated in

Figures 14-19. For the PMMA wall (see Figure 14), the data correlation is

quite good until the flame extends above the top edge of the model and full-

scale fuel walls at t = 600 and 800 seconds, respectively. This degree of

modeling success is somewhat better than previous pressure modeling

results(1), perhaps because of the lack of side-walls in the present fuel

configuration. There still seems to be a strong tendency for the scaled,

lateral fire growth on the model walls to be more rapid than that at one-

atmosphere.

This same tendency is evident for the PMMA-PMMA laminate, data for which are

correlated in Figure 15. The lateral spread rate for both the model and full-

scale laminates are seen to be somewhat greater than that for a uniform PMMA

wall. With the PMMA-inert laminate, the flame widths shown in Figure 16

clearly approach those characteristics of a uniform PMMA wall as ambient

pressure increases and the face layer becomes thermally thick. As a result,

scaled lateral spread rates for the model laminates are less than the values

measured for the full-scale PMMA-inert laminate.
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Figures 17-19 contain flame width data for the corner fire as seen by an

observer on the bisector of the 90" corner angle. Flame width, W, is there-

fore the value projected onto a plane normal to this angle bisector, or -2

times the horizontal distance on the fuel surface between the corner apex and

each side of a symmetric flame front.

Modeling of lateral flame spread with the corner configurations is seen in

Figures 17-19 to be reasonably good. In fact, the correlation of data is

excellent for PMMA fuel (see Figure 17). Lateral flame spread for particle-

board is modeled well, with the exception of the 31.6 atmosphere test. The

smaller lateral flame widths in this case (see Figure 18), while consistent

with the mass loss data shown in Figure 24, may simply represent data

scatter. There appears to be a similar type of behavior for the pine-wood

data shown in Figure 19.

2.3.4 MASS LOSS RATE. Transient measurements of fuel mass loss during upward

and lateral fire spread are fit with a cubic polynomial least-squares regress-

ion. Differentiation of this polynomial fit yields the fuel mass loss rate,

,which equals the rates of soot production plus fuel gasification. Since
mass flux (kg/m

2
.s) at homologous locations should increase as p2/3 and burn

ing areas decrease as p-4/ 3 
in the pressure modeling scheme, total mass loss

rate should decrease as p -2/3. Mass loss rates are therefore corrected for

pressure by use of a p2/3 factor in Figures 20-25 in order to correlate the

data.

Results for the PMLMA wall fire are shown in Figure 20. Measurements with the

smallest model fuel at 31.6 atm pressure are not available because too high a

load system sensitivity is required. Up to the time of extinguishment of the

full-scale wall, modeling of mass loss rate is reasonable. Much of the

discrepancy in the correlation is probably due to the lack of modeling ofthe

lateral spread process after a test time of 800-900 seconds (see Figure 14).

In Figure 21, the mass loss rate of the full-scale PMMA-PMMA laminate is seen

to be somewhat higher than that of a uniform PKIA wall of the same size,

probably because of a slightly greater lateral flame spread (see Figure 15) in

the former case. The greater scaled flame heights and widths on the model
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laminate fuels (see Figures 3 and 15) lead to the higher scaled mass loss

rates at elevated pressure for the laminate. Although the lack of data corre-

lation at later test times is due to he fact that oversized model fuels are

used, the early divergence of the model dat. flame dimensions (and hence

mass loss rate) is difficult to explain.

Equally difficult to explain is the high scaled mass loss rate associated with

the model PMMA-Inert laminate at 20.5 atm, as shown in Figure 22. The behav-

ior of the model data at 11.2 atm and at 31.6 atm is quite reasonable since

the model laminates are approaching the thermally thick condition of the

uniform PMMA wall.

The mass loss rate correlations for both the PMMA and particle-board wall-

corners, shown in Figures 23 and 24, reflect the flame spread modeling success

for these configurations. However, such is not the case for the pine-wood

fuel, as seen in Figure 25. It is apparent that the low mass loss rates at

one-atmosphere must be due to flame extinction just after fire spread. Since

char formation at elevated pressures does not lead to a similar extinction

phenomenon, much higher, scaled burning rates are attained.

III

ANALYSIS

3.1 LAMINATED FUELS

3.1.1 BACKGROUND. Rigorous application of the pressure modeling technique

would require that the dimensions of all layers of a laminated fuel should be

decreased as the -2/3 power of absolute air pressure. This is usually not

practical. However, many real materials (perhaps most) are composed of a thin

face (or wearing) layer laminated to much thicker, "backing- layers. During

fire spread on such materials, gasification may be confined to the face layer

alone or regression through the face layer to a backing layer may occur.

Involvement of more than one backing layer in gasification is unlikely during

upward flame spread on vertical walls 2-3 m high at one atmosphere. In fact,

the entire thermal wave could be confined to the thin face layer during upward

spread at one atmosphere if an exposure fire imposed a sufficiently large

external flux on the wall material.
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3.1.2 BEHAVIOR OF THERMAL WAVE DURING FIRE SPREAD. Assume fuel gasification

is confined to the "face" layer of a laminated material. By definition the

face layer would be thermally thick if the entire thermal wave were also

confined to this layer during upward spread. Pressure modeling of such a

"thermally thick" layer would require no modification of layer thickness.

A much more likely scenario is that the thermal wave extends into the backing

layer during one atmosphere, upward spread. Since the thermal wave thickness
(7 )

is of the order, a/V, where a is the thermal diffusivity (A/pc) and V is the

fuel regression rate, the increase in fuel regression rate as the 2/3 power of

absolute air pressure should lead to a decrease in thermal wave thickness as

p-2/3. For sufficiently high air pressure, p, the entire thermal wave could

be confined to the face layer of the model fuel if the face layer thickness

were not reduced from the full-scale value. A face layer of PMMA about 2.7 mm

thick, for example, would probably contain the entire thermal wave at 30

atmospheres during upward spread on a wall 0.25 m high (modeling a 2.5 m iigh

full-scale wall).

The implications of this decrease in thermal wave coverage can be determined

from a simplified one-dimensional analysis of flame spread rates. Assume that

the thermal wave extends over a face layer (subscript "1") of thickness, d,

and penetrates to a distance, 6 , from the face layer into the backing layer

(subscript "2"). Furthermore, assume that flame spread occurs when a net

flame heat flux, 4" , raises the surface temperature of the face layer from

ambient, T , up to the pyrolysis temperature, Tp during a time interval,

At . If the temperature of the heated backing, is T at the face layer

boundary and T a distance, 6 , from the face layer when pyrolysis first

occurs, then from energy conservation:

T +T,

" At - p cld P2 T) + p2C26 (T - T.)/2 (1)

Because of thermal conduction across the face layer:

q Xi (T - T )/d (2)
1 p

Across the heated portion of the backing, thermal conduction gives:
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A 2 (T - To)6 (3)

From Eqs. (2) Adi (3):

T "Ta =T -T OD d/Al (4)

6 = T - T - d/X (5)
4d/P

Substitution of Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (1) yields an expression for the

time interval, At , required to heat the fuel surface to the pyrolysis temper-

ature:

P'cld (T - T - d/2X) cX
At IT - T - 4" d/X1]

(6)

The flame spread race is inversely proportional to this heating time

inverval. For upward fire spread, it is known
(8 ) 

that Vp is also directly

proportional to the current pyrolysis height, xp. Thus,

V x /At (7)
p p

When the fuel consists of a uniform, thermally thick material (no face layer),

then d - 0 in Eq. (6). The spread velocity, from Eqs. (6) and (7), becomes:

V 2 x 4, 2/pcX (T - T) 2  (8)
p p p

When the fuel consists of a thermally thin face layer alone, with no backing

material, then Tp = T in Equation 4 and p2 c2X2 - 0 in Eq. (6). The spread

velocity, from Eqs. (6) and (7), is then given by:

V c x 4"/pcd (T - TM) (9)

With a laminated fuel consisting of both a face layer and backing, flame

spread velocity is derived from the complete expression in Eq. (6) as

follows:
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V -x /[pcId (T P T . d/2A ) P2c2A2 _ )2
'+ (T - T - " d/ i J.

p p 22 pq" 2 "  
P(10)

The preceding relations can be used to show qualitatively the relative magni-

tudes of flame spread rates for various types of materials. For instance, the

PMMA fuel used for the laminated wall fires in the present study has a pyroly-

sis (or vaporization) temperature at one-atmosphere close to 636 K (see

Ref. 19) and other thermal properties given in Table 1. With an assumed net

heat flux to the PNNA of 104 W/m2 (1 W/cm
2
), the ratio of upward spread rate

to the pyrolysis height, Vp/Xp, is 3.6 times greater for an isolated 1 mm

thick layer (Eq. (9)) than for a thermally thick slab (Eq. (8)). Use of

Eq. (10) shows that the same 1 mm PMMA layer backed by the inert ceramic

material should support an upward spread rate nearly as large as the rate with

the unbacked layer alone, or a V /x ratio 3.55 times greater than for the
p p

thermally thick slab.

An examination of Figures 4 and 10 allows the measured, full-scale upward

spread rates on thermally thick PMMA and the PMMA-Inert laminate to be compar-

ed for the same values of flame height. For instance, at a flame height, xf,

of 0.6 m (t = 700 s for the uniform slab, t 
= 

350 s for the laminate), the

upward spread rate on the laminate is about 2.2 times greater than that on the

uniform wall. Assuming that the 0.6 m flame height depends only on pyrolysis

height for the PMMA fuel walls, the ratio, Vp/xp, for the laminate should also

be about 2.2 times larger than that for the uniform wall. Use of the simpli-

fied analysis with the actual PMMA face layer thickness, d, of 3 mm on the

inert backing yields a ratio, V /x which is about 1.5 times higher than the
p p1

value corresponding to thermally thick PMMA. The analysis thus seems to give

a good qualitative description of the dependence of spread rates on fuel

thermal characteristics.

Solid phase thermal conduction and upward spread rate for laminated materials

at elevated ambient pressures can also be studied with the preceding rela-

tions. From Eq. (5), it is seen that the depth, 6 , of thermal wave penetra-

tion into the backing material decreases sharply as the net heat flux to the

fuel increases with pressure (roughly as p2/3). If the face layer thickness,
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d, is reduced as p-2 3 4" d will remain constant and then, from Eq. (5), 6

will simply decrease as the required p-2/3

A constant face layer thickness, however, is shown by Eq. (5) to result in a

6 of zero when ("- -Tp T)/d . For a 3 m thick face layer of PMMA,
1 p w4 22

this condition is satisfied when " - 2.35 x 10 W m (or 2.35 W/cm
2
), at

which point there would be no penetration of the thermal wave into the backing

material. Such an increase in heat flux might occur at a pressure of only

3.6 atmospheres if the net flux at one-atmosphere is 104 W/m2 . At higher

ambient pressures, the constant thickness face layer then becomes thermally
•02

thick with a spread rate given by Eq. (8) and V /x increasing as q , or

p
4
/
3
. For a face layer thickness varying as p-/3P it can be shown that the

spread rate relation in Eq. (10) also yields a value of Vp/xp increasing as

P4/
3 

and (as noted previously) always substantially greater than that given by

Eq. (8) if the backing is the inert ceramic. Thus, lower scaled spread rate

parameters, V /Xp, will be measured for the constant thickness model than for

the full-scale laminate.

3.1.3 PRESSURE MODELING LAMINATED FUELS A simplified heat transfer analysis

shows that scaled spread rates much lower than full-scale values would be

predicted by pressure modeling if i) the pcX of the constant thickness face

layer of a laminate is much greater than that of the backing layer and 2) the

face layer thickness is sufficiently small yet still contains most of the

thermal wave at elevated pressures. Such a situation could probably be

expected for most real composite materials since the face layer is usually

quite thin and dense (for wear resistance) while the backing may be a low

density foam or honeycomb.

This modeling behavior could be corrected by reducing the tace layer thickness

as p-2/
3
. Such reductions may not always require fabrication of new laminated

materials but possibly a machining operation (grinding or sanding) of the

surface of the small-scale fuel.

Assume that gasification extends into the backing layer during upward fire

spread at one atmosphere. In this case, accurate modeling would require a

reduction (by machining) of surface layer thickness so that the model contains
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the correct amount of surface layer fuel. Accurate machining would be diffi-

cult, however. Alternatively, two cases could be examined: model spread

rates both with and without the entire, unmodified face layer can be obtained

and the more hazardous result used to characterize the material.

3.2 CHARRING FUELS

The heat and mass transfer processes within a charring fuel can be modeled

numerically to determine how pyrolysis reactions will influence pressure

modeling success. Such calculations have been performed using the SPYVAP

computer code
(9 ) 

for transient, one-dimensional thermal conduction and pyroly-

sis with one-step Arrhenius kinetics. This numerical procedure is documented

in detail in Appendix A, which is taken from Reference 9. Parameters for the

numerical procedure are listed in Table III and computed results are given in

Figures 26-33. An external radiant flux is assumed to have a constant value

beginning at the start (t - 0) of the transient pyrolysis process to simulate

the presence of a flame. Convective heat flux also is allowed due to an

assumed, constant flame temperature of 1350 K. Unless noted otherwise, the

optical depth (kLm), material thickness and heat transfer coefficients are all

scaled according to the pressure modeling scheme. Values of optical depth at

one-atmosphere (kLm)o are selected to yield a flame radiant (exposure) flux of

either 20 or 40 kW/m
2 
with a 1350 K flame temperature, as noted on each of

Figures 26-73. At elevated pressures, the radiant exposure flux, j- , is
r

given by the following expression (see Reference 1):

41, - a (1350 K) 
4 [1 - exp (-) _2/3 (kL ) )]

r PO m o

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

As shown in Table III, the char-forming wood fuels are assumed to have speci-

fic heats and thermal conductivities which are functions of both the local,

solid-phase temperature, T[K], and the relative amounts of char and virgin

material at each instant. These relations and the remaining kinetics parame-

ters were obtained from studies by Kung , from previous SPYVAP calcula-

tions performed by Tamanini
(
1
2 ) 

and from extrapolations of measurements

reported in References 13-18.
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3.2.1 FUEL MASS FLUX In Figures 26-29, computed values of fuel mass flux at

the "front" face of the fuel (see Table III) are correlated for one-atmosphere

and two elevated pressure conditions. Mass flux is corrected for pressure as

shown in these figures because m" should increase as p2/ 3 
in the modeling

scheme. As noted before, fuel thickness is generally reduced for the calcula-

tions as p-2/3 from the full-scale values given in Table III. Although such a

reduction in thickness is not made for the char-forming fuels in the actual

elevated pressure experiments, the numerical solution technique requires the

reduction in order to have an adequate number of grid points within the

thermal wave.

Mass flux from a pinewood fuel, simulated with the parameters given in

Table III, is shown in Figures 26-28 for an exposure radiant flux at one-

atmosphere of 20 or 40 kW/m
2
. Initially, there is a rapid rise in fuel mass

flux to a peak value due to the radiant exposure. This fuel "pulse" is then

followed by a decay period because of the increasing thickness of the char,

which insulates the virgin fuel.

It appears that the higher, most widely accepted value
( 16 ) 

of Arrhenius

activation energy for fuel pyrolysis yields the best pressure modeling of the

pinewood fuel mass flux. Modeling errors also are reduced for the higher

exposure flux. The actual radiant flux to the charring fuels in the corner

configuration is likely to be close to this 40 kW/m
2 
value due to radiant

emission from the adjacent, high temperature fuel surfaces (see Figures 30-

33). In any case, it is probable that adequate pressure modeling of fuel mass

flux would lead to corresponding success in modeling the actual flame heat

transfer, and hence the fire spread process.

In Figure 29, the calculated mass flux corresponding to a higher density,

char-forming fuel, such as particle-board, is correlated. The predicted

success of pressure modeling in this case is not as good as that for the lower

density pinewood. This prediction seems to be sustained by the correlation of

flame height measurements in Figures 6 and 7.
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As described in Section 2.2, the cellulosic fuels at one-atmosphere undergo a

flame extinction process after fire spread proceeds some distance from the

corner apex. Empirical studies with a vareity of materials have shown that

2such flame extinction occurs when fuel mass flux drops below the 2 to 4 g/m .s

range. The calculated mass flux at one-atmosphere is seen in Figures 26 and

29 to fall below the 3 g/m2 .s level some 380 and 560 seconds after initial

radiant exposure of pinewood and particle-board, respectively. Coincidental-

ly, the measured rates of increase in flame height on pinewood and particle-

board corners, shown in Figures 13 and 12 respectively, drop to zero at about

these same times. Lateral flaqe spread on the full-scale fuels stops as a

direct result of the extinction phenomenon at respective times after ignition

of 360 and 690 seconds for pinewood and particle-board, as shown in Figures 19

and 18.

3.2.2 FUEL SURFACE TEMPERATURE The calculated temperature of the "front"

face of the fuel during radiant exposure and fuel pyrolysis is shown in

Figures 30-33. In all cases, the fuel surface temperature reaches a steady v

value within about 100 seconds after the start of radiant exposure. Predicted

values of char surface temperature at one-atmosphere are about 800 K (900 K

with a 40 kW/m
2 

flux) for the cellulosic fuels.

At elevated pressures, the computed surface temperatures for the char-forming,

cellulosic fuels are quite high, up to 1200 K at 31.6 atm. Surface tempera-

ture itself is thus not being pressure modeled (i.e. preserved), but the

resultant enhancement of radiant heat loss from the surface does allow for

pressure modeling of the net heat flux to the fuel. If both heat loss due to

surface reradiation and heat gain due to flame heat flux increase roughly as

required by the modeling scheme, then the net radiant heat flux and hence the

fuel mass flux, should be modeled well (assuming convective heat transfer is

relatively unimportant). The predicted heat loss due to surface emission is

in fact seen to increase somewhat less than p2/
3 

(a factor of 3.6 rather than

5) between one and 11.2 atm for pinewood and particle-board fuels. This may

be the reason for the success in modeling flame growth on the cellulosic wall-

corners.
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3.2.3 CHAR PRODUCTION Another important output of the numerical calculations

is the predicted thickness of the char layer which develops at a given loca-

tion after fuel pyrolysis is complete. When pine-wood fuel is simulated (high

2
activation energy) with a 40 kW/m exposure, this char layer grows to about

43% of the total fuel thickness after 800 seconds of radiant exposure at one-

atmosphere. Corresponding char fractions of scaled fuel thickness at 11.2 and

31.6 atmospheres are 62% and 71% for the same scaled exposure times. It

appears from these data and from results with a 20 kW/m
2 
exposure that the

scaled char thickness increases over the value at one-atmosphere by a factor

of (p/po)
0 1 5 

when the high activation energy kinetics is used. While any

such pressure dependence represents a departure from the modeling scheme, the

small increase in relative char thickness helps to reduce fuel mass flux, and

thus enhances the effect of the calculated increase in fuel surface tempera-

ture at elevated pressure. Together, the insulating property of the excess

char formation and the heat loss from a high temperature surface act to keep

fuel mass flux increasing at close to the required 2/3 power of pressure.

It should be noted that use of the low activation energy kinetics leads to a

calculated char fraction (of fuel thickness) which is nearly independent of

pressure (about 33% at 20 kW/m 2).

IV

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Measurements of time-resolved flame dimensions, upward spread rates and fuel

mass loss rates for full-scale and model configurations burning at ambient and

elevated air pressures, respectively, yield the following results:

1. Pressure modeling is sufficiently accurate for the prediction of fire

growth from a point ignition on a uniform PMMA wall when both upward and

lateral flame spread processes occur.

2. The behavior of the flame spread process at elevated air pressures for

walls composed of a face layer of PMMA with a thick nonburning backing layer

is not completely consistent with a simplified analysis ol ;hermal conduction

processes. When the backing layer is also PMMA, spread rates at elevated
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pressures are much greater than expected, but spread rates are more consistent

with heat transfer theory when the backing is a low density ceramic.

3. Pressure modeling of fire growth in a wall corner configuration is quite

accurate for cellulosic, char-forming materials and for PMMA. The cellulosics

at one atmosphere exhibit a flame extinction phenomenon after significant

lateral flame spread that is not observed at elevated pressures.

4. Thermally thick, rigid, high density polyurethane foam in a corner config-

uration will not support significant flame spread at one-atmosphere but will

at elevated pressures with a properly scaled, small PMMA ignition source.

This behavior is perhaps due to excessive radiant heat loss from the char and

the intumescent character of the char at one-atmosphere. Gas phase chemical

kinetics, which may be the most important factor in the initiation of flame

spread on the full-scale foam, is clearly not modeled.

'

5. A simplified analysis of thermal conduction in a laminated material is

used to show how flame spread rates are affected by the thermal properties of

the face layer and backing at both one-atmosphere and at elevated pressures.

6. A numerical technique is used to predict one-dimensional, transient fuel

mass flux, fuel surface temperature and char thickness during material expo-

sure to a prescribed radiant (and convective) heat flux. Calculated results

show that reasonable pressure modeling of flame spread rates should be expect-

ed for the cellulosic fuels due to increases in surface temperature and char

production for conditions simulating elevated air pressur'. Predicted times

for extinction of these fuels at one-atmosphere, due to char buildup, are in

agreement with the observed times.

V

CONCLUSIONS

1. Pressure modeling of three-dimensional fire spread on uniform walls and

wall corners has now been validated for PMA and for wood fuels. It has not

yet been established that the modeling technique is also valid for predicting

fire growth on other charring fuels in corner configurations. Results from
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this and previous studies have shown that in general, the complex process by

which self-sustained fire spread is initiated is not pressure modeled. Such

fire spread initiation occurs readily at elevated pressures because surface

radiant heat loss and the action of gas phase chemical retardents cannot be

modeled. With wood and PMA fuels, fire spread rates on wall-ceiling corners

should also be predictable by pressure modeling, based on previous work
(20 )

with ceiling channel configurations.

2. It appears that much more experimental information is needed before

pressure modeling can be used to predict fire growth on practical composite

materials. At present the thickness of all components (including adhesives)

within the thermal wave developed during fire spread must be modified accord-

ing to the pressure modeling scheme. However, radiant exposure in real

enclosure fires may well be sufficiently high (2-4 W/cm 
2
) to confine thermal

wave penetration to a surface layer of fuel during fire spread. Pressure

modeling of such a fire spread process would then be accurate without any

modification of the laminated material.

3. Pressure modeling can serve as a scientific tool for studying fire growth

on idealized charring and laminate fuels in a variety of configurations. In

this way, the potential for fire growth as a function of fuel geometry can be

determined. However, further study is needed to see if pressure modeling

correctly predicts the relative hazard of different fuel compositions.
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APPENDIX A

A NUMERICAL MODEL FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT

CONDUCTION WITH PYROLYSIS IN A SLAB OF FINITE THICKNESS

F. Tamanini

Factory Mutual Research Corporation

A.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this appendix is to document a procedure for computing the pro-

files of temperature, density and mass flux, as well as the surface energy fluxes

associated with them, in a slab of finite thickness undergoing pyrolysis. No new

physics is introduced to make the model more realistic than similar models de-

veloped by other researchers. In particular, the fundamental equations are

those proposed by Kung and later used by this writer 2; with respect to those

versions of the model, however, the current procedure offers greater flexibility

and a few additional options.

The features of the model are:

1) Heat conduction is calculated by allowing for variable thermal proper-

ties. The thermal conductivity (k) and the specific heat (c p) are assumed to be

linear functions of the local temperature.

2) Pyrolysis follows a first order Arrhenius reaction: the thermal de-

composition transforms active material into constant, pre-assigned fractions of

char and volatiles. Before pyrolysis is completed the solid matrix consists of

a mixture of char and unpyrolyzed active material, whose thermal properties are

obtained by linear interpolation of the property values pertaining to the two

components.

lKung, H.C., "A Mathematical Model of Wood Pyrolysis," Combustion and Flame,

18, 185-195 (1972)
2Tamanini, F., "A Study of the Extinguishment of Vertical Wood Slabs in
Self-sustained Burning by Water Spray Application," Combustion Science and
Technology, 14, 1,2,3, p. 1 (1976) and "Everything You Always Wanted To Know
From a Thermocouple (in a fire test), But Were Afraid To Ask," Society of

Fire Protection Engineers, Technology Report 75-2, (1975)
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3) Thermal decomposition contributes to the local energy balance through

a volume generation of heat. The heat of pyrolysis associated with that process

is assumed to be constant at a reference temperature.

4) Accumulation of volatiles within the solid matrix is neglected. All

the gaseous products of the decomposition process are assumed to escape toward

either or both surfaces as they are generated.

5) Convective heat transfer between the volatiles and the solid matrix is

taken into account by postulating perfect thermal contact.

6) Boundary conditions at the two bounding surfaces can be specified in

terms of temperature or heat flux. If the temperature is prescribed, the model

yields the heat flux and vice versa. To allow for a situation often encountered

in practice, the model can also use as a boundary condition a temperature-time

history at a location inside the slab.

The computer program illustrated here consists of a MAIN program and two

subroutines: SPYVAP (Slab frolysis with Variable Properties) and OUTPUT. The

following sections concentrate on the description of subroutine SPYVAP, which

contains the main machinery of the model. Subroutine OUTPUT calculates secondary

quantities of interest, such as heat flux components, mean slab density, etc.,

but its main function is to do just what its name implies. The version of MAIN

reported here is the one used to perform the calculations discussed in Section V

of this report. The function of MAIN is to supervise the calls of the two sub-

routines as well as to initialize the array containing the temperature/heat flux

profiles used as boundary conditions and effect input/output of the initial con-

ditions. Users of the procedure should not need to modify SPYVAP but will have

to rewrite MAIN to adapt it to their particular application. Changes in OUTPUT

may also be necessary to satisfy personal aesthetic requirements or special

output needs.
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A.2 MODEL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The model finds solutions to the problem of unsteady heat conduction in one

dimension. The governing equation, with the appropriate terms to account for

convective heat transfer between the solid and the volatiles and for energy re-

lease in the pyrolysis process, reads:

a(p h) a~ (k aT) a (8t " ax k xs + 2 (Mghg)- -()'
at aX sx ax gg

where: t time,

x distance from the front surface,

p density,

k thermal conductivity,

h enthalpy,

M mass flux of volatiles (positive in the negative-x direction),
g
Q heat of pyrolysis (positive when reaction is exothermic).

The subscripts s and g refer to the solid matrix and the volatiles (pyrolysis

gases) respectively. The enthalpy, h, is defined as:

T

h -f c(T) dT (2)

To
0

where:

cp(T) - co + c (T - T) (2')
p p p 0

The mass flux of pyrolysis gases, Mg, is calculated from:

amA ap
ax at (3)

As for determining the direction of the migration of the pyrolysis gases, the

model offers two optionsI
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1) The volatiles flow in the direction of decreasing densities of the solid

matrix.

2) The outflow of volatiles is laminar and there is no net pressure dif-

ference between the two faces of the slab.

Since in laminar flow the pressure drop is proportional to the flow mean velocity,

the following condition is used to implement the latter of the two options:

£

M x) dx -0 (4)
0 g

where i is the thickness of the slab. To arrive at eq (4) changes in the density

of the volatiles, as well as changes in the porosity of the solid matrix, have been

neglected.

After a certain amount of pyrolysis has occurred, part of the solid matrix is

char, the rest is as yet unpyrolyzed active material. It is assumed that the

density of the active material (p a) and that of the solid matrix (ps) are linearly

related:

Ps(t,x) (1 - spa (tx) + Pf (5)

where pi and pf are the initial and final densities respectively.

The density of the char can be calculated from values for pa and ps as

pC (t,x) - s(t,x) - pa(tx) (6)

At the beginning pa = ps = P and Pc = 0; after complete pyrolysis Pc O Ps Pf

and p - 0.

The rate of pyrolysis is determined by using a first-order Arrhenius

reaction:

a
a a p Pa exp (- E/RT) (7)
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where a is the pre-exponential factor, E is the activation energy and R theP
gas constant.

Possible recondensation within the solid is not taken into account. It should

be noted that eq (7) is written by some authors with ps- Pf instead of pa in the

right hand side. Since the two quantities are proportional to each other

(cf eq (5)), the difference is conceptually not too important. However, the

adoption of p instead of p - P amounts to introducing the factor (1 - pf/p

which must be taken into account before some of the values for a available inp
the literature can be used in the model.

The contributions from the char and the active material to the energy

content of the solid is expressed as:

psha ph + p h (8)
Ss a a c c

Equation (8) can be used to obtain an expression for the mean specific heat of

the solid (c ) as a function of those of the active material (ca) and the char
ps pa

(c ) and the local density (ps)
PC s

Pa Pcc 8 --- cp +-c (8')
ps Pa Pa Ps PC

where pa and p can be written as functions of p using eq (5).

For the thermal conductivity k, a linear variation with density is assumed

between the value of the active material (ka) and that of the char (kc)
Pa Pc

-i a Pf c

Again, with the aid of eq (5) p can be substituted in the above relationship to

Pa and pc. Furthermore, ka and k are treated as linear functions of temperature:

0-
k k0 +k (T T) (9')

0
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By substituting eq (8) in eq (1) and rearranging terms, one obtains:

)-m- + -i + (Mgh) .{q + (h h pf/pl-pflP
a pa cPC at ax s a gg at a- f/i) f/i

(10)

This, rather than that of eq (1), is the form of the energy conservation equation

which is actually solved by the model. The convective term was not expanded in

order to keep the finite-difference scheme conservative.

The two components of the convective term are:

ah aM ap
M and h ---&.h sg ax g ax g at

The first represents a volumetric source or sink of energy for the solid, due to

the fact that the specific enthalpy of the gas mass flow M is changing. The
g

second component identifies the existence of a net energy loss from the solid

equal to the sensible energy of the gases produced in the pyrolysis reaction.

When this latter component is combined with the last term in eq (10), the factor

multiplying aps/at becomes:

*

Q Q + (h a - hc'pflpi)/(l - pf ) -i h (11)

1
Kung, in his paper (see footnote to first page of this Appendix), illustrates

,
the relevance of this temperature-dependent heat of pyrolysis, Q . His deriva-

tion is repeated here for two reasons:

1) Values for the heat of pyrolysis quoted in the literature are often values

for Q and not for the constant heat of pyrolysis Q at reference temperature
T (at T-To, ha h - h - 0), used here. As a consequence, proper care should

be taken in adopting values for the heat of pyrolysis recommended by other
2

authors (the problem has also been discussed by this writer elsewhere2).

2) Users of subroutine SPYVAP may be tempted to delete from the model

the volatiles - solid heat exchange by setting cpg 0. They should realize,
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however, that this would have the net effect of also changing the energetics of

the pyrolysis reaction through the disappearance of h from eq (9). In the cur-
g

rent version of SPYVAP it is not possible to eliminate the first component of

the convective term without, at the same time, canceling the second.

The general form of the boundary condition at the front surface of the slab

is:

k + * 4 T (
s ax X0 r, 1h 1 "00 1  Ts1 s (12)

where 4" net radiative flux received by surface,

r

h* convective heat transfer coefficient,

T temperature of the gases in front of the surface,

T surface temperature,
s
C surface emissivity,

O Stefan-Boltzmann constant (= 5.669-10 W/m K )

The suffix 1 indicates that the quantities refer to the front surface. Since the

model assumes a sign convention for the heat fluxes, according to which the heat

flux is positive when entering the slab, the analogue of eq (12) for the back

surface (suffix 2) requires a + instead of a - in front of the conduction term

on the left hand side. The quantities h* and e are given constant values which

may include 0.

The net radiative flux received by the surface is the quantity to be

assigned the prescribed time-dependent values of heat flux, when the problem re-

quires a surface flux boundary condition. When the surface temperature T is pre-
S

scribed, the model computes the heat flux implied by the surface temperature vari-

ation and,therefore, 4" replaces T as an output of the calculation. The possi-
r s

bility of assigning different values to the constants h and c at both surfaces

adds to the flexibility of the model. As an example, the case of convective

heating with the front surface exposed to an environment at temperature TOI

is handled by setting E1 - 4W 0 and by assigni. to h* the value of the con-
1a rf 1

vective heat transfer coefficient.
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A.3 FINITE DIFFERENCES FORM OF THE EQUATIONS

The slab is divided in N slices of constant thickness Ax - tIN. As a result,

values of the dependent variables (T, psi M ) are calculated at N+l equally spaced
g

grid points. It is conventionally assumed that grid point 1 lies on the front

surface, grid point N+l on the back surface. In the interior of the slab energy

conservation is enforced for a slice bounded by planes half way between succes-

sive pairs of grid points. The temperature and density are assumed to be constant

across the slice and equal to the values associated with the grid point at the

center of the slice. Near the two surfaces an energy balance is imposed for the

half slice extending from the surface to Ax/2 below it. The surface values of

T and p are taken to characterize the whole half slice.

The finite differences formula is obtained by integrating eq (10) across a

slice and by using the Crank-Nicolson method to express the different derivatives.

At an interior point i (1 < i < N + 1), conservation of energy in the step

from time tj to jJ+l . tj + At is written as:

(p c +pc C ) +,L T~- Tj j1 [T 1  Ti +
a pa cC i  At j ks,i+; TiI T i

k I+ T J 1 ~Ti j I AX + M h -~k M k h -~ (13)
s,i- i_- i  g,i+ g,i+ g,i- g,i- (1

- ( -Ji Q + (h - 
hepf/pi)(l - Pf/i)J

where:

(>P a expi ER Pf '(14)
p-t P f/p. iJx E

i
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M .M - -x (15)g, i-;l g -IH
i

and the mean enthalpies are calculated from eqs (2) and (2').

Following a commonly used convention, subscripts refer to grid point location,

superscripts to time step. Fractional subscripts indicate location of the cell

boundary, i.e., mid-point between adjacent grid points. Similarly, fractional

superscripts (J+ ) indicate average between present (j) and new or updated

values (j+l).

With these rules in mind, eq (13) can be written as:

J+l j+l j+l
(-B + Ci) T 1 + (Ai + Bi +Bi 1  C + Ci) Ti +(-B- Ci ) Ti+1 =

j J
=(B I -  i I  

T i_ 1 + (Ai - Bi - Bil+ C- Ci_ Ti + (16)

j
+ (Bi + C ) Ti+1 + 4 T0 (-C i + C + Di

where

AiM (PaC + pc ) Ax/At (17)
a pa c PC
i+

Bi = k / (2.Ax) (18)

C, = I['C 0+Icp Ti. - TJ (19)

Di - Ax Pas Q + (ha- hC  f/pi) Pf/Pi) (20)
i i

The form of eq (16) can be further simplified by writing:

J+l j+I j+l
mi T + ui Ti Ti+l M b1 (21)
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where the constants m i , ui, fi and bi represent the three coefficients in brackets

in the LHS and the whole term in the RHS of eq (16) respectively.

At a point on the surface (i-i or i-N+l), the analogue of eq (13) can be

obtained by enforcing conservation of energy for the half slice extending from

the surface to Ax/2 below it. In the case of the front surface the energy balance

becomes:

S(acpa + Pccpc) - T - T = k 5  T - T Ax +

a~' pa C 1C 1_ At'1 J
J+;l

g1 g,1.5 1 Ax - - + (ha- hpf/P1 )/(l-Pf/P i+ g'l'5 hg'l.5 Mg'l hg'l -2- [ -- J a hc i P/i

*~ J-4-1 3 j ;

jq, + L 1- TT (13')

where:

M =g, M g,-.5 i x-2 (15')

The analogue of eq (16) now is

J+l J+l(A,+ B,+B0- C 0 >COT1  + ( B 1  Clj 2

- A1- B- B+ C1 - C T1 + B1+ C1) T2 + (16')

+ Cl+ 1 C + * .+4"
+2 o 2 1 r,1
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where:

CO- Ml g + Cpg (T 1 - To J (19')

Finally: J+l J+l

U T + f T b + q, 1  (21')
1 1 2 1 l

The conservation of energy at the back surface is written in a similar

way, leading to:

(-BN+ CN TN + I +,+ BN+l +B-C CN TN+l -

- (BN - CN) TN + AN+,- BN+ I- BN + CN+I - C TN+I + (16")

+ 4 T oCN- 2 CN+lJ + 2 DN+I+ , 2 +4'r, 2

where:

BN+ - -h +- T (18")
N~l 2 2+ 2 ~N+lj

C 1 (cgM + - cg T+I- TO  (19")
2+ Mg,N+l pg 2 p TN+1 j

Finally:

J+l J+l
iN+I TN + UN+ITN+l - bN+I+ qr,2  (21")
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Equations (21'), (21") and eq (21) for i-2,N form a system of N+1 equations
j++ J+l

in N+I unknowns. The unknown quantities are: T for i2,N and 1  T

(when surface boundary condition is on flux) or 4",, (we sra,2oudr

condition is on temperature). The solution of the system of equations is found

by using an algorithm for the inversion of tridiagonal matrices.

The switch from a surface boundary condition where 4" is prescribed to a
j+l J+l r

surface temperature condition (where T or T N+ is prescribed) is accomplished
) ,, T J+l (or J+l)

by interchanging the positions of ,l (or 4"2 ) and T1  T+I the set

of equations. For example, when the heat flux 4", is prescribed at the front

surface, the first two equations of the system read:

J+l J+l
u T + f T b + 4r1 (22)
1 1 1 2 1 r,l (2

J+l J+l J+l
m T + u2 T2  + f2 T3  -b 2  (23)

In the above equations, all the unknown equatities appear to the left, all those

that are known to the right of the equal sign. If the problem prescribes a

surface temperature history, then Tq is the quantity to be

determined. The positioning of known and unknown variables on separate sides
mJ+l of in

of the equal sign can then be enforced by interchanging u Tl and q in
1 r,l

eq (22) and by replacing eq (23) with the sum of itself and eq (22). Upon

reordering of the terms in the second equation, the alternate set finally is:

_ , + J+l -TJ+l
r,+ f1 T2 - b1- U 1  (22')

J+l J+l J+1
-

+ (fl+ u2) T2 + f2T3  - bl+ b2 - (Ul+ m2  TI  (23')

In a similar way, the last two equations of the system can be modified to allow

for a surface temperature condition at the back surface.
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As mentioned earlier, the model offers the option of prescribing the boundary

condition below the surface, rather than at the surface. This is done through a

two-step iterative procedure, which selects the surface temperature value that

satisfies the prescribed "below the surface" temperature history. The procedure

and the provisions to delay instabilities are further illustrated in the section

describing the details of subroutine SPYVAP. However, the potential user should

be aware of the fact that those provisions may not be sufficient in situations

where the temperature condition is prescribed at a location too far from the

surface. A more precise definition of what depth is too far will require

preliminary numerical experimentation on the part of the user for the particular

case to which the model is being applied.
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A.4 COMPUTER PROGRAM

A.4.1 MAIN Program

The MAIN program, whose listing is given in one of the following sections,

was designed for a particular application, in which some of the input data were

entered through cards while others were read from a disk file. Clearly, dif-

ferent users will have different requirements and they will need to modify

MAIN accordingly. Despite its lack of generality, this part of the program is

reported here to illustrate what variables require to be initialized. Under-

standing the current version of MAIN and the format of the output (subroutine

OUTPUT) is all that is required in order to use the computer model.

A list of the FORTRAN variables used in subroutime SPYVAP is given in

the next section. For convenience, those which must be initialized in MAIN

are also reported here.

a) Grid Geometry

DX slab thickness, i[m]

N number of slices (number of grid points - N + 1)

b) Thermal Properties and Pyrolysis

CPA, CPC, CPG specific heats of active material, char and volatiles,

c0a 0, C 0  [joules/Kg*C] (eq 2')Cpa, C CP9

CPAS, CPCS, CPGS temperature coefficients of specific heats, cpa ,

cpc Cpg [joules/Kg*C
2] (eq 2')

DARCY parameter for control of migration of volatiles

(- 1. for condition of eq (4); 0 1. for flow in the

direction of decreasing density)

PF pre-exponential factor, a p [s- 1  (eq 7)

QPO heat of pyrolysis at reference temperature (T),

Q (joules/Kg] (eq 1)

RHOF fraction of initial density at completion of pyrolysis,

Pf /P i C-] (eq 5)3

RHOW initial density, pi (Kg/m3]
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TCA, TCC thermal conductivities of active material and char,
ka° k° [W/m °C] (eq 9')
a c

TCAS, TCCS temperature coefficients of thermal conductivities,
* * .2

k a k~ [W/m OC2] (eq 9')

TRNEG activation energy, E [joules/Kg-mole] (eq 7)

TOK initial temperature (also reference temperature), T [OK]
0

c) Boundary Conditions

(J - 1/2 or 1/2 in the variable name indicates quantity referring to the

front/back surface)

EPSI, EPS2 surface emissivities, el, C2 (eq 12)

HI, H2 convective heat transfer coefficients,

hl, h2 W/m 2 C] (eq 12)

KBC(J) index for type of boundary condition

(- 1, temperature B.C.; - 2 heat flux B.C.)

2
TBC(J,I) boundary condition values, T or 4" [OK or W/m2 ]

r
TIMEBC (I) times corresponding to B.C. values, t[s]

TINFI, TINF2 temperature of gases in front of slab surface,

,2T (*K (eq 12)
00,2

XBC (J) distance below surface at which temperature B.C. is

prescribed, [m]

d) Control of Step Size and Accuracy

DTIMAX maximum time step [s]

DTIMIN minimum time step [s]

DTSTEP desired mean temperature variation per integration

step [*K

ISTEP step number

ITERID desired maximum number of iterations per integration step

ITERMX absolute maximum number of iterations per integration step

LASTEP maximum total number of steps

ERRMX maximum error between temperatures from successive iterations

RELAX relaxation of temperature values from successive iterations

(- 0, no relaxation; 1, maximum effect)
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SLIMIT maximum increase of rate of change of boundary condition

value; expressed as a fraction of the rate at previous step

(when SLI24IT > 0) or assuming ISLIMITI*DTSTEP as limit on

mean temperature variation due to correction (when SLIMIT < 0);

operates when temperature beneath the surface is prescribed

TMLAST time limit for performance of integration (limit on physical

time and not on computer time), [s)

e) Output Control

NPROF number of integration steps between outputs of profile

variables

NSTAT number of integration steps between outputs of station

variables

As a general rule variables are entered in their dimensional form, with

dimensions in 5.1. units (Kg, m, s and derived units). Temperatures are in

degrees Kelvin (OK). The variable ISTEP must be initialized to 0 by MAIN.

Note that the pyrolysis option can be deleted from the model by assigning 0 to

the pre-exponential factor a (PF). In that case the thermal properties ofp
the solid are equal to those of the active material (c pa, k a) at all times.

In the version of MAIN presented here a large part of the program is

occupied by a set of instructions which perform the operation of reading from

a disk file the boundary values for temperature or heat flux at the two surfaces

and the times corresponding to these values. As a result, arrays TBC(J,I) and

TIMEBC(I) are initialized; the operation is controlled by the values of the

parameters CHF, CHB, DBCMN and TMX. The reader does not need to worry about

this section since he/she will have to rewrite it in any case.

The second function performed by MAIN is to print the initial conditions

and a table of the boundary values. The only reminder here is that the dif-

ferent quantities are printed in S.I. units. Finally, a small section is

dedicated to the supervision of the calls of subroutines SPYVAP and OUTPUT.

The number of integration steps to be performed before returning to MAIN (IOUT)

is the only variable required by SPYVAP in the arguments list. Similarly, sub-

routine OUTPUT requires the argument IPRINT to be initialized to 1 for output

of station variables, to 2 for output of profiles. When IPRINT - 0 no output

takes place. Note that the value of IPRINT is determined using the auxiliary

real variables ANSTAT and ANPROF.
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Execution terminates when any of the following three conditions is verified:

1) current time equals TMIAST,

2) total number of integration steps equals LASTEP, or

3) termination code IFIN is returned from SPYVAP at a value 0 0.

Which one of these conditions terminated execution of the program can be

determined from the last line of the printed output.

A.4.2 Subroutine SPYVAP

The only variable passed to this subroutine through the argument list is

IOUT, which is the number of steps to be performed before returning control to

MAIN. All the other transfers are implicitly accomplished by using the common

area SPYCOM for storage. Subroutine SPYVAP is organized in 8 chapters, the

first 3 of which are executed only when ISTEP-0, usually corresponding to the

first call of the subroutine. The different chapters are now described in detail.

Chapter 0

The number of the last step to be completed before returning to MAIN (ISTEPR)

is evaluated. Control is then transferred to the beginning of chapter 1 if

ISTEP is equal to 0, otherwise execution proceeds from the beginning of chapter 3.

Chapter 1

Current time (TIME) is initialized with the time at which the first boundary

values are available and the time step is set equal to DTIMIN. The thickness

of the slice, Ax, is substituted for the slab thickness, £, in DX. The variable

IBC(J), with J-1 for front and J-2 for back surface, represents the grid point

iimediately to the left of the location where a temperature boundary condition

is prescribed. IBC(J)-0 when the condition is at the surface. The distance

between the interior boundary point and the grid point immediately to its left,

expressed as a fraction of Ax, is stored in XBC(J). A minimum temperature (T)

is determined below which the pyrolysis calculation is not performed; such

temperature is the temperature at which 1 percent of the pyrolyzable material

would be gasified for a pyrolysis duration equal to the heat diffusion time

associated with the slab.
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0I

Finally all specific heats are normalized with respect to c , which is
0opa

stored in CPW, and all thermal conductivities with respect to ka , which is

stored in TCW.

Chapter 2

Temperatures in arrays T(I) and TP(I) are set equal to the initial tempera-

ture T (T0K). The value 1 is put in array RHO(1), which contains local den-
0

sities normalized with respect to the initial density, ps/pt. Other arrays and

auxiliary variables are also initialized in this chapter.

Another quantity defined here is the initial time rate of increase of the

variable to be used for the surface boundary condition: this quantity is

stored in array SLOPE (J) (J-1, front; J-2, back surface). SLOPE(J) is used

in the case in which a temperature-time history at distance x3C below the sur-

face is specified for the boundary condition. As indicated by Carlslaw and

Jaeger ("Conduction of Heat in Solids", Oxford University Press, p. 388, 1959),

the temperature increase T - T at a distance x from the surface caused by aO

linear increase of surface temperature from T to T in time At is given by:o 5

2T - To  (Ts - T0) (l+2y 2 ) erfc (y) (24)

where:

x
y = (25)

and a is the thermal diffusivity of the material. The above fact is recognized

in the program and eq (24) is used by determining ct from the thermal properties

of the active material at reference temperature and by setting At equal to

DTIMAX.

Chapter 3

This chapter is concerned with determining the boundary values to be used

in the integration step to be performed. This is done by interpolating linearly

the values contained in array TBC(JI). Note that temperature boundary values

are calculated at the new time tj+l (- tj + At), while heat flux boundary

values are evaluated a . the mean between current and new time tJ44 (- ti+ 1 At).
2
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When a temperature condition is prescribed not at the surface but below it,

it is necessary to determine the appropriate value for the surface temperature.

Such value is calculated through a two-step iterative procedure. A first ap-

proximation to the value of the surface temperature is found by assuming a

time rate of increase equal to that of the previous step. Then the temperature

profile in the slab is calculated by solving the energy equation and the value

at the depth, where the temperature is prescribed, is compared with the boundary

value.

On the basis of this comparison a second approximation to the surface tem-

perature is found. In doing so, the scaling factor implied by eq (24) is

properly taken into account, by introducing approximate expressions for the

error function. A new temperature profile is found and a third, final value

for the surface temperature is calculated by linear interpolation between the

first two surface temperatures and the corresponding temperatures at the pre-

scribed depth.

In general, the procedure will work smoothly for as long as the value of

the quantity y (eq (25)) is not too large. A limit on the per-step variation

of the rate of change of the surface temperature is imposed through the variable

SLIMIT (SLIMIT - 1 allows a maximum variation of 100 percent on SLOPE (J) when

y 1 0). However, in some cases a considerable amount of numerical experimenta-

tion with different values of the control parameters may be necessary to avoid

the onset of oscillations in the values of the surface temperature.

Chapter 4

After the appropriate set of boundary conditions has been found, this

chapter becomes the top of the iteration loop. First, density changes,

DRHO(I), are calculated from eq (14) and the mean densities during the time

step ps/pl are stored in array RHOA(I). Then, the updated distribution of

the flux of volatiles is calculated from eq (15): when DARCY - 1. the con-

dition of eq (4) is implemented; otherwise the volatiles are assumed to flow

in the direction of decreasing densities. Mean values of thermal conductivity,

k , and specific heat , are calculated from eqs (9) and (8') respectively.s'i * are
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The convective term and the energy source due to pyrolysis are then evaluated.

By the end of this chapter, the quantities A., Bi, Ci and Di defined in

eqs (17)-(20) have all been assigned their respective values. Because of the

order in which the different operations are performed by the program, the in-

structions, whose execution is superfluous when some of the options of the pro-

cedure are not in use, are simply bypassed with a consequent saving in execution

time.

Chapter 5

All the operations relating to the tridiagonal matrix are performed here.

the coefficients mi , ui, fi and bi in eqs (21), (21') and (21") are evaluated

first; when the boundary condition is on the temperature of the surface, the

values of some of the coefficients are modified as implied, for example, by

eqs (22') and (23') in the case of the front surface. The tridiagonal matrix

is then inverted using the algorithm discussed by Forsythe and Moler ("Computer

Solution of Linear Algebraic System," Prentice-Hall, p. 118) and the solution

values are stored in BT(I). Taking again the front surface as an example,

it is realized that when the boundary condition is on the surface temperature,

BT(l) contains 4" and not Tj-+l and, therefore, the appropriate switch isr,l1 r 1 J+1
made so that BT(I) contains the temperatures Ti l

Chapter 6

This part of the subroutine performs the following operations:

1) update of TP(I) array containing the temperatures Tj+l at the new
i

time and check of the difference with respect to the result of the

previous iteration, with decision on whether to perform a;other

iteration or accept the calculated profile as sufficiently accurate;

2) evaluation of new step size to be used in the next step and deter-

mination of extrapolated values for temperatures Tj+l and dimension-

less density increments for the next step;

3) evaluation of total energy that has entered the slab through the

front (QlDT) and the back surface (Q2DT).
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A few additional coments will illustrate the operations carried out in

the chapter. When the accuracy requirement is not met, the option is available

to relax the temperature profile using the profile from the previous iteration.

The maximum weight assigned to the temperatures from the previous iteration is

equal to the value of the variable RELAX. The value of such weight is decreased

automatically as the residual error approaches the maximum allowed (ERRMX).

A series of controls are available to optimize the step size. First of all,

whenever the number of required iterations reaches ITERNX, the step size is

halved, a message is printed and the calculation is restarted from the current

time. Upon successful completion of a step, the value of the step size

(DTIME) for the following integration is evaluated by insuring that the average

of the absolute temperature variation in the slab remains close to DTSTEP.

DTIKE is decreased if the integration just completed required a number of iter-

ations greater than ITERID. Finally, execution stops when the value calculated

for DTIME is lower than DTIMIN.

Chapter 7

The step number counter (ISTEP) is updated and a decision is made whether

to return control to MAIN or go to the beginning of chapter 3 for another in-

tegration. Return to MAIN can be caused by any of the following conditions:

1) current time is greater than or equal to TMLAST,

2) step counter shows that a number of steps equal to LASTEP has been

completed,

3) a return code other than 0 is in IFIN, or

4) the number of steps (IOUT) required for the current call of the sub-

routine has been completed.

A.4.3 Subroutine OUTPUT

This subroutine is dedicated to the output of station variables and pro-

files with the frequency implied by the values of NSTAT and NPROF in MAIN. Pro-

files are printed only when the parameter IPRINT is greater than 1; in addition,

the density and mass flux values (at the grid points) are printed only when

pyrolysis is taking place as evidenced by a value of RHOBAR less than 1.
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Note that the quantities appearing in the output are all associated with the

mean time t m
- tj+ 1 At (TIDMAV) the arrays printed for the temperature

and density profiles are ThAR(I) and RHOA(I) respectively.

The only exception is in the additional output referring to the boundary

temperature match : this is active when a temperature boundary condition is

prescribed below the surface instead of at the surface. The temperatures shown

are the value that the boundary temperature should have at time tj~- t + ft

and that implied at the same time by the computed profile (T(I)). The differ-

ence between the two values gives an indication of how closely the temperature

boundary condition is being enforced by the model.

The three components (see eq (12)) of the net surface heat flux are re-

ported among the station variables. They are:

1) radiative flux 4", (QRAD1, QRAD2),

2) convective flux h (Tw- T ), (QCONVl, QCONV2),

3) surface reradiation cOT4 , (RERAD1, RERAD2).S '

The integrals for the two surfaces of the net fluxes are given in Q1DT and Q2DT.

The quantities MGI and MG2 are the blowing rates at the two surfaces, positive

when out. As a reminder, all dimensional quantities are shown in S.I. units.

More specifically:

times in s

mass fluxes in Kg/m-s

energy fluxes in 
W/m

2

temperatuies in *K.
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A.5 LISTING OF VARIABLES IN SUBROUTINE SPYVAP

The meaning of the FORTRAN variables which appear in the subroutine SPYVAP

is given in the following list. In order to facilitate the understanding of

the subroutine the explanation of the different variables is accompanied by a

cross reference listing, which indicates the numbers of the statements where

the individual variables are used. As a general rule, the index I is used to

indicate grid points (1, NP1 range), while J distinguishes between front (J=l)

and back surface (J-2).

A(I) coefficient A defined in eq (17)

B(I) coefficient Bi defined in eq (18)

BC(J) value of boundary condition (on temperature or heat flux)

BCTRI(J), BCTR2(J) temperature calculated from the first and second

iteration when temperature is prescribed at a given distance

below the surface

BETA actual amount of relaxation of temperature profiles

BETAMI 1. - BETA

BT(I) coefficient bi appearing in eqs (21), (21') and (21")

C(I) coefficient Ci defined in eq (19)

CHG maximum absolute temperature change per step

CPA, CPC, CPG specific heats at reference temperature for active material,

char, volatile products, Cpa, Cpc, 
cp

CPW - CPA referentt specific heat

CPAS, CPCS, CPGS temperature coefficients of specific heats, cPa Pe

C (see eq (2'))Pg
CPGD4 - .25*CPG

Cl C /2 (see eq (19'))o

C2 CN+I/2 (see eq (19"))

D(I) coefficient D defined in eq (20)

DARCY parameter for type of volatiles migration: when -1 condition

of eq (4) is satisfied, otherwise migration follows the direction

of decreasing densities of the solid
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DRHO(I) dimensionless density change. (p J l _ - i )/P

DQ1DT, DQ2DT increments of energy stored in the slab through front and

back surface

DTIMAX, DTIMIN maximum and minimum time step size

DTDIM size of time step

DTSTEP desired mean temperature variation per step

DX spacing between grid points Ax (initially slab thickness).

EPSI, EPS2 product of Stefan-Boltzmann constant with emissivity at front

and back surface (initially emissivity)

ERR error between temperature profiles from successive iterations

ERRMX maximum accepted value for ERR/CHG or ERR (in *K), whichever is

smaller

F(I) coefficient fit appearing in eqs (21), (21') and (21")

FACT scale factor used for determining temperature values at the

surface when temperature is prescribed inside the slab

HFLUX1, HFLUX2 radiative heat transfer, 4", at front and back surface (positive
r

when going in)

1U, H2 convective heat transfer coefficient, h , for front and back

surface

I grid point index

IBC(J) first grid point to the left of location where temperature

boundary condition is imposed (= 0 for surface boundary condition)
ICPL - N+2 - I
IER grid point of maximum temperature error between successive

iterations

IFIN termination label C= 0 for normal run)

IOUT number of steps to be completed by subroutine before returning

to MAIN

ISTEP current step number

ISTEPR last step to be completed by subroutine before returning to MAIN

ISURF(J) 1 for J-l, - N+I for J-2
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ITER number of completed iterations

ITERID desired number of iterations per step

ITERMX maximum number of iterations per step

3 index indicating front (J-1) or back surface (J-2)

K index referring to current boundary values in TBC (J,K) and

TIMEBC(K) arrays

KBC(J) - 1, temperature boundary condition;

- 2, heat flux boundary condition

LASTEP maximum number of integration steps

M(I) coefficient mi, appearing in eqs (21), (21') and (21")

MG(I) mass flux of volatiles, M (see eq (15))
g

MG1, MG2 mass fluxes of volatiles at front and back surface (positive

when out of the slab, cf eq (15')

N number of slices in slab

NPI number of grid points (- N+l)

PF pre-exponential factor, ap

QP last term in brackets in eq (10)

QPO heat of pyrolysis at reference temperature, Q

QIDT, Q2DT energy stored in slab through front and back surface

RCDX - RHOW*CPW*DX

RDEN factor used in determination of coefficient for relaxation of

temperature profiles

RELAX maximum value of coefficient for relaxation of temperature

profiles

RHO(I) dimensionless density at current step, p

RHoA(I) dimensionless mean density (p -+l+ P-)/2p

RHOF dimensionless final density pf/Pi

RHOFHI 1. - RHOF

RHOW initial density, pl
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SLIKIT maximum variation of the rate of change of boundary values

when boundary condition is prescribed on temperature inside

the slab

SLOPE(J) rate of change of boundary values at current time step

T(I) temperature at current time, Ti

TBAR(I) mean temperature, (T i+l+ Tj)/2

TBC(JK) boundary values for temperature or heat flux

TCA, TCC thermal conductivities of active material and char at the

reference temperature, k° , k°a c
TCAS, TCCS temperature coefficients of thermal conductivities,

ka, k: (see eq (9'))

TCW reference thermal conductivity

TCWDHX W .5*TC/DX

THDIFF - TCW/RfHOW/CPW reference thermal diffusivity

TIME current time, t
j

TIMEAV mean time, tj+ - tj+ At/2

TIMEBC(K) times associate with boundary values in TBC(J,K)

TIMDT new time, tJ+l- tj+ At

TINFI, TINF2 temperature of the environments facing the front and back

surface of the slab

TL minimum pyrolysis temperature

TP(I) new temperatures,-- 
+ I

TRNEG initially activation energy E, then set to - E/R

TSLCR(J) new rate of change of boundary values

TSTRI(J), TSTR2(J) surface temperature values from first and second iteration

1ILAST maximum time

TOK reference and initial temperature

U(1) coefficient ui, appearing in eqs (21), (21') and (21")

XBC(J) initially distance from the surface of the boundary location

at which temperature is prescribed, then distance of same location

from the first grid point to the left expressed as fraction of Ax
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XD dimensionless distance, y (see eq (25))

XDEPTH(J) initial values of XBC(J)

YD(J) attenuation coefficient for in-depth temperature change

(see eq (24))
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A.6 PORTRhJI LISTING

A.6.1 MAIN Prorn

SN 0002 COMMON/SPYC0#4/BC421 ,CPAqCPC,9CPG*CPASgCPCStCPGS 9DARCY*!T IMAX,
I 01INEDTIMrNOTSTEPOXFPSI,EPS,RRIXHFLJKI,HFLJX2v

2 HIH?,IBCIZI ,IFIN,!STEPITERk,ITER!0ITERqXKBC(2I,
3 LASTFP,MGI441 1GI,9MG29N,NPI ,PFOPOVQ1OI0?DT tRrL Ax.
4, RHO3(44),RtlOA(441 ,fHOF,RHOW,SL1MITT(44),TBAPg441q

5 TBC( 291501 9TCAt TCCTCA STCCSTI ME JT!4EAV,T IMESC (151) ,
6 TINF It TNF2,TNLASTtTRNEG,TOKXRC( 21

SN 0013 PEAL MG,MGI,U4G2
SN I P4 INTEGER DIAVv,01AV2,DIAV3
SN Mlons DEF INE FILF 8( 130009,809LIAV)

C--------- INITIALIZATION OF CONSTANTS-----------------------------------
C --------- THERMAL PRnPERTIES

SN f106 110 CONTINUE
SN n(%17 READ( 5, 1009END=320) CPA,CPC,CPG,CPAS,CPCSCPGS
SN 'MD08 RFAD(5,100O) TCAsTCC,TCAS,TCCStPHOW

C.---------PYROLYSIS CONSTANTS AND SLAB THICKNESS
SN Inn~9 QWAD5,ICO) DX,RH~OF,PF,TRNG,QPO,TOKDARCY

C ----------PARAWFTFRS FOR BOUNDARY CONDITInNS AND GRID
SN 'ICIO RFAO(5,1051 KBC(IKBC(21,NLASTEP,NISTAT,NPRnF,ITFPMX,ITEQIDl
SN 0011 ISTEP-O
SN C012 READ(,100I1 HlH2,TINF1,TINF?,PPSI,FPS2,ERCI1),XBrE?)
SN ')013 RFAD)(591001 t)TI#4AXDTIMIN,OTSTEP,TN4LAST,ERR.4,PELAY,SLIMIT
SN 0014 100 FrRmAT(8F10.31
SN n015 105 FORMATI 81 10)
SN 0016 ANWSTAT=NSTAT
SN 0017 ANPPnF2NPROF

C --------- INPUT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS..................................
SN n0l I REAn(5, 1003 CHFjCNBD00C IN, TMX
SN n~I9 ClI1=CHF
SN nnf2m CH2-CHA
SN 3021 1F(CHF.LT.CH9) GD TO 1I5
SN nM23 CHJ1=cHB
SN 0m24 CH2=CHF
SN o025 115 CONTINUE
SN 0026 J-3
SN 0027 IFICHF.EQ.1000*1 Jul
SN nM?9 IF(Ct4P.EQ.1100.1 J=2
SN 0031 1AV=1681
SN Mfl32 0IAV~rzINTI(CHI1l.1/10.)
SN MA33 11=INTICH1)-10*DIAVI
SN OM34 D TA V?=-I
SN 0035 12walI
SN 0036 IFICe42.FQ*le'00,) GO TO 120
1;4 0038 OIAV2=INTl(CH2-l.)f10.)
SN 1039 12=INT(CH2)-Im*DTAV2
S4 0040 OIAV2zDIAV2-DIAV1-1
SN 014.1 120 CONTINUE
SN ftO42 D [AV3-I -DJ AVI-DI AV2
SN 0043 Ial
SN 0044 125 CIONTINUE
r, 4 f045 RFAn(F9I4V,130) 14TN,SEC
'SN 0046 130 FOPMATj6X912,2X9F5.2965XI
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-s" fO47 TVWEOII -0O.#WAT0 f* lC
'S'4 t "4s IAV-S*VOAVI

FS 0049 READIS'IAV*135) ITII1RI.IR-1001
IS" 0050 135 FORMATIOF8,31
sN (1051 T5CfII I=TtI I1I
SN 005? IF(IAV2.EQ.-1) GO TO 140
SN 0054 IAV2IAV+DI&V2

'SN 0%056 140 CONTINUE
SN 0057 IAV=IAV*01AV3
SN ""58 FIND(BOIAV)
SN flfl% TBCI 29 1I=Tt121

I rN 0%060 1Ir(CH*.LT.C NO) GO TO 145

SN4 f)(62 TBC( 291 =TOC(10I)
SN 0063 TBCf 1,I15=Tf 121
sN OA64 145 CONTINUE
SN #%n65 IF(J.EQ.3) GO TO 150
SN n067 TOCIJg1I=0.
SN O)n68 IFIKBCIJI.EQ.1) TBCIJt1)=TOK-273.
SN n070 150f CONTINUE
SN f%~71 IF( I.Fg.11 GO Tn 155
SN 0(%73 Tfl TIMEBC(Il.GT.TMLASTl GO TO 160t
SN 0075 IFlTIOPF8C(II.GE.TIAF8C(1-1I.TMXI GO TO Igo;
5N 0077 JF(ABSITRC(IJl-TBCII,1-1)3.LT.DBC4NI GO TO 125
SN A079 15S CONTINUE
Sk nAflm IF(I.FQ.1501 GO TO 160
SN n082 =.

.,N 00893 GO TO 125
SM #"n84 16% CONTINUE
5mM f085 JR=J

SK 0('P6 TFl IR.FQ.150%.AND.TM*LAST.rT.TIMFBCH15OII TNLAST=TjOEr--C(15Ol)

SN 0088 IF(KO[II).EO.2.AND.KRC(?I.FQ.21 GO TO 170
SN "090 DO 165 J-192
SN 0091 DO 165 I=lIR
SN 0092 IFIKBCIJ).EO.ll TBCIJgl)=TBC(JII'273.
S4 n094 1615 CONTINUE
SN 0095 170 CONTINUE

C--------- OUTPUT OF INITIAL CONDITIONS---------------------------------
SN n096 WP ITFI 6,2101 N,DXTOK,PHOW,R'40F,PF ,TRNEGQP'),DARCY
SN 0097 210 FOPMAT( 'IGEO04ETRY, INITIAL CnNDITIONS AND PYROLYSIS:I/l N=f,

I 13,2X,'STZ',IPEIO.3,2XSTOK2',FIO.3,p2C,'R~noW=,EO.3,2Xv

2 'PHOF=',E1O.32XfPF=I,EIO.3,2X, TtE-,I.3?gOn@
3 E111.3/9 VARCY=m'*OPF3.O)

1 N 00n98 WRITE16*??fl CPACPASCPCCPCSCPGCPGS#TCA.TCAS.TCC.TCCS
SN On99 220 FORMATf'0TmF4EO4&L PROPFRTIES:919 SPFCIFIC NFATS:l,l5E,v(PAw',

I lPFIO.3,2XOlCPASmr',
2 FID.3,2X,'CPC-',FI0.3,2X,'CPCS=',EIO.3,o2X,'CPGz' ,FlO.3,?X*

3 OCPGS='tE 10.3/* TH4ERMAL CfNfUCTIVITIE:,l)XETCA. ,EIX13,?x,

4 *TCAS=*,EIO).3,2X,*TCC=',EIO.3,2X,'TCCS.' ,EIO.31
SN "100 WRTTE(6t230)) KBC(I),XBCI.,TINFIHlFPSI,K8%C1,XBCI?),TINF2,

I 142,FPS?
S%4 01'n 2 3) FORMAT( OBOUNDARY COND TI ONS: 9/2X, *KBC ,8X OXC 1 IX9, TINFO

I 1?XvOH'9I3X9OEPSO/O FRONT SUPFACf:'vI10,1P4E15.3/' BACK SURFA
2' 911,4E15.31

SN 010? WRITF(69250) (TIMEBC(IloloaloIR)
Sk 00f3 250 FORMAT(0TfI0EAX1PIIF11.3/(9X,11E11.311
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S N 5164 C114Z I Cff(ThC(IIIefueff
SN oles a" PMRAIOCMO 99FV080P1611.3/0 FRONTSS1Sl319,11.I
SN 010)6 WRITE(6,2701 CHB,ITSCIZ,Ilv1u1,1RI
Sm 01'17 270 FORMAT(IOCH# lvF4.0,lPI1El1.3/' SACK SC 1,11E11.3/19X01911.31)
SN n108 WRITEI 6,240) DTIMAX,DT~IJN,DTSTEP,ERRNX,SLINjT,RELAX, IT Eq4X, IIER
SN n109 240 FORMAT(IOSTEP CONTROL PARAMETERS:/* DTIMA=69IPE9.2,?x,

I IDTIWIN=SE9.2,ZXSDTSTEP=',E9.2,2X,9ERRN4X=.E-9.2,?X,

3 fSLIMITT',E9.2,2Xv
2 ORL~4F.i2vIFMz9P~pXITRD*,3'*

C
C--------- CALL OF SUBROUTINE SPYVAP-------------------------------------

S4 '1110 310 CONTINUE
SN 0111 IOUT=IISTEP/NSTAT*1)*NSTAT
SN n112 !OUTzMTN0(IOUT,(JSTEP/NPROF.U*NPlFI

*SN '3113 IOUT-IOUT-l STEP
SN 13114 CALL SPYVAP(IOJT)

C--------- CHECK FOR OUTPUT---------------------------------------------
SN 0115 IPRINT20O
SN 0116 IF(FLO&T(ISTEP/NSTAT).EO.FLOAT(ISTFP)/ANSTAT) IPRINT=l

*SN fl118 IFFLrnAT(ISTFP/NPP'F).Eg.FLOAT(!STF-P)IANPR0F) IPRINT=2
SN 14l20 IF(IIN.NF,..P.TIMF.GE.TMLAST.OR.ISTEP.FQ.LASTEP) TPRINT=2
SN 01?? IFI IPRINT.GT.01 CALL fUTPIOT(IPPINTI
SV n124 IF(IF!N.EQ.O.ANfl.TIME.LT.TMLAST.ANO.TSTEP.NE.LASTEP) GO Tn '51-
C4 0176 WR!TEI6,2n0l ISTFPvLASTEP,TIME,TMLAST,IFIN
SN 0127 200 FflRMATI ///S ** TERMINATED WITH ISTFP=',15,1 LASTEP=,15,p

I *TImE=',lPFlI.3,* TMLASTS3%Ell.ltl IFTN=49T3)

SP' n128 GO TO 110
SN 0129 320 STnP
SN 0130) END
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"" - OP'I ,. UP
k.6.2 Subroutine SFTVWP

* IN EF1

tC"

SN 0002 SISROUTINE SPYVAP0 TOUTS
C.*O**$$ F.TAMANINI, FACTORY MUTUAL RESEARCH CORP.. RARCH 1976 *S$$$€$e
Cs
CO THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY PROFILES FOR

Cs ONEDYMENSIONAL UNSTEADY HEAT CONDUCTION IN A SOLID SLAB OF
C' FINITE THICKNESS UNDERGOING PYROLYSIS*
C*

C' TWn TYPES OF SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CAN BE HANDLED:
C* 1) PRESCRIBED TEMPERATURE AT I(P NEAR) THE SURFACE
C' 1) PRESCRIRED SURFACE HEAT FLUX (NOT INCLUDING CONVvCTIVE
Cs HEAT TRANSFER OR SURFACE RERAOIATIONI

CO THE TATE OF PYROLYSIS IS GIVEN BY A FIRST ORDER ARRHENIUS REACTID
Cs

C* PYROLYSIS GASES DIFFUSING THPr)UGH THF SOLID ARE ASSJMED Tnl OF

C$  
IN PERFECT THERMAL CONTACT WITH THE SOLID AND TO BE MOVING IN

C* THE OIQFCTION t)F DECREASING SOLID DENSITIES OR TO MIGRATE
C"$ TOWARD BOTH FQFE SURFACES IN SUCH A WAY THAT THE NET PRSSS'JRF
C* DROP ACROSS THE SLAP IS ?EQV{

.

C*

CO SPECIFIC HEATS (ACTIVE SOLID, CHAR AND PYROLYSIS GASES) AND
C* THERMAL CONr)UTIVITIES (ACTIVE SOLID AND CHAR) ARF TRFATFD AS
C' LINFAR FUNCTIONS OF LOCAL TEMPERATURE.
C*
CO S.1. UNITS ARE USED THROUGHOUT (KG,M,SECI
C*

SN 0003 COMMONSPYC OQMC (2,CPA,CPC9CPGCPAS CPCS9CPGSDARCYDTIMAX,

I DTIMFDTIMiNOTSTFODXESPSIFPS2,ERRMXHFLUXlHFLUX)',

. HI.H?, IBC(21 9IF INI STEP, I TERITFR TOITERMqX,KBC(2),

3 LA tTFPmGf44),MG1 ,MG?,NNP1,PFQPD*01DT02 OTRELAX,
4 RHD(44),RHOA144A) RHnF RHnwSLITMIT9T(441,TBARI(44,

5 TBC(2,I O) TCATCCTCASTCCSTIMETIMEAVTIMEBC(150I,

6 TINF ITI NF2,TMLASTTRNEGTOKXBC(2)

SN 0004 DIMFNSION A(4 1,B(4 ),BCTRI (2)BCTR2(2),BT(44 ,C(441,D(44),

I R40(44),F1441,ISURF(2I ,(441,SLOPE(21,TP(44TSLCR(?
2 TSTRI(2I ,TSTR2(2I 1.1(441 •XOFPTH(2|,YD(2I

N R005EAL M,PqGMGIM,2
C
CHAPTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 --- PRELIMINARIES --- 0 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 n 0 0 0 I) 0
C

SN 0006 ISTEPR=ISTEP IOUT

SN 07 IF( ISTFR.GT.0I GO TO 310

C

CHAPTER 1 I I --- GEOMETRY CONTROL INDFXES AND THERMODYNAMIC VARIARLF
C

SN 009 Kal

S' P010 IF(N.LT.441 GO TO 125
Sk 0012 WRITEI6,1301 N

SN 0013 130 FOPMAT(I1ODIMNSION OF ARRAyS IS INSUFFICIENT TO HANDLE t
1 13,' GRIn POINTS')

SN 0014 IFIN-1
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SN 0015 RETURN
SN 0016 12S CONTINIUE
SN 0017 NPI-RN.1
SN 0018 RDENNALOGI1IfERRMX)
SN 0019 OTIMtEOTtMIN
SN 0020 TIMEuTIMEBC II
SN 0021 OX-OX/FLOATIN)

C
C ---------- INDEXES FOR CONTROL OF SURFACE B.C. IJ-1,FRONT; -2,fRACK)
C KBC(J)nl, TEMPERATURE B.C.; -2, HEAT FLUX B.C.
C IBCIJ): FIRST GRID POINT LEFT OF WHERE TEMP.B.C. IS IMPOSE[)

C IBC(JI-0 FOR SURFACE TEMP.B.C.
C

SN 0022 no 110 J-192
SN 0023 XOEPTH J )XBC (J)
SN n!24 IF(KRC(J).E0.21 GO TO 105
SN nn76 1Ff XBC(J).EQ.0.) GO TO 106
SN 1028 XSCIJ)=XBCIJ)/DX
SN nnQ IBC(J)lINT(XBC(Ji)
SN nf030 XBC(J)kX'CfJl-AINT( XBC(JI)
SN 0031 IF(JoEQ.1) GO TO 110
Sk 1033 IBCIJ)=NPl-IS3C(Jl
SN OA34 XBC(JluI,-X5(J)
SN 0035 GO Tn 110
SV "fl 36 105 XBC(J10O.
SN 0037 106 IBCIj)so
S" n018 110 CONTINUE

C---------- MINIMUM PYROLYSIS TEMPERATURE--------------------------------
SN Of'39 CPW=CPA

rN 0040 TCW=TCA
S4 0'%41 R HOF 41 c I. - 0HOF
S N On42 TLzI.f30
SN 1043 1Ff PF.E0.O.) GO TO 115
ShM 0045 TR N FG- T RNE G /8314.
S' nl046 PF=PF/RHOFml
SN ft047 TL-RE/AO(0.P*P*HWTW+.AOIXFOTNl
SN 0048 WRITF(691201 TL
SN n049 120 FOR!"ATI'0***'/$ PYROLYSIS CALCULATION IS NOT PERFORMED FOR TEMIPE

ITURES LESS THAN',FB.2,6 OEGKI/75X,O***Sffl
SN 0050 115 CONTINUF

C
C---------- SPECIFIC HFATS AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES-------------------

SN 0051 THDIFF=TCw/pHflw/cpw
SN OV52 RCDX=RHOWOCPW*DX
SN 0053 CPA-CPA/CPW

SN w0 5 4 CPAS-CPAS/CPW
S4 0055 CPC=CPc/cPW
SN 0056 CPC5=CPc5fCPW
SN 0057 TCWDHYu-.5*TCW/DX
Sol 0058 TCA-TCA/TCW
SN OA59 TC A S-7C A S/TC W
SN 0060 TCC=TCC/TCW
SN 00n61 TCCS-TCCS/TCW
SN 0062 CPGD4-.25*CPG
SN 0063 lFfCPGS*CPG.NE.O.) CPGS=.5*CPGS/CPG
elm "i65 PS1=FPS1*5.669e-8
SN 0066 EPS2uEPS2*5.669F-S
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C
Cm~ptl 2 2 2 -INITIALIZATION OF ARRAYS MW O 'DER VARIABLES -- 22

SN 0067 Ifiloo
SN 0068 00 210 J-192,
SN 0069 TSLCR(J)Il.
SN 0"70 SLOPE(J)=.Ol
SN flM71 IF(TRCIJ,1).NE.T8CIJv2)) SLOPElJ)-(TACfJv2)-T8C(Jip1))/

I ITIMEBCI-TIMEBC(l))
SN 0073 IFfXBC(.J).FQ.O.) GO TO 210
SN 0075 XD=.5*XDEPTI4IJ)/SQPT(THOIFF*DTIMAXI

SN O076 [FI'X0.GT.10.1 X0=IO.
SN 0070 SL0PF(J)zSLOPE(J)/(1.+2.*XD*XD)/EPFCtXDI
SN Df079 21 f. CONTINUE
SN o0so ISURF(l)-l
SN o081 I SUPRF( 2IsNP 1
SN 'n082 OIDT=0.
ViN 0083 Q2DT=0.
SN OM44 DQ1DT=O.
SN 0085 DQ2DT=O.

SN iI'86 iGiNP

SN 0086 MGI=n.
SN n8 lo

SN 0091 T(I )=T(NK
SN n092 TP( I =TnK
SN 0091 RHO( I1- 1.
SN 01l94 RWnA(T)-1.
SN nsDH().
SN 0^96 MGMl)0.
StM 0097 ClI)=O.
SN 0098 DI1)=O.
SN 0099 22M CONTINUE

CHAPTER 3 3 3 3 3 3 ---EVALUATTIN OF BOUNDARY VALJES--- 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
C---------- LINEAR INTERPOLATInN OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS-----------------

5S! 0100 31M CONTINUE
SN 0101 T !MEAV=TJMF+.5S*DTIME
SN O1m2 TIMFDT=T!MF*DTIME
SN M103 IF(TIMEAV.LE.TIMEBC(K+11) GO TO 311
SN 0105 K=K+l
SN 0106 GO TO 310~
SN 0107 311 CONTINUF
SN 0108 00 315 J-192
SN 0109 8CEJ IWTIMEDT
SN 0110 IFIKBC(JI.EQ,21 SC(J1=TIMFAV
SN 0112 BC(JI=(BC(Jl-TlMERCIK) )/I TI MF8C(K1I)-TITiEBC(K) I

SN 0113 315 8C1J)=T8C(J,KI.BC(JD.ITBCIJ,KII-TBC(J,K))
SN l114 IF (KBC(l).EQ.1) TP(l) - BC(l)

SN 0115 IF (KBC(2).EQ.1) TP(NP1) - BC(2)
SN 0116 HFLUXI=RC(l)
SN 0117 1FLUX2BC( 21
,SN AluB ITERzO

C
C ---------- CALCULATES SURFACE TEMPERATURES IFRONT, Jal; BACK, J=21

4 C WHEN TFMPFRATURE NEAR (ANO NOT MT THE SURFACE IS GIVEN
C AS BOUNDARY CONDITION

SN 0119 325 CONTINUE
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SN 0120IFggeCefgleoo.AMS~tecatI.E~v 60 TO 320
SN M2l 0 35 J-192
SN 0123 1Ff !SCfJI.fO.0) GO TO 350

SN M2 F(13?G.) OTO3
SN 0133 TSTRIOEPTI*SFPTITHDIFF(*DTIE
SN M2 ~ fSRFJl=SRIJ

SN 0121 GOIJTOF350
SN 014233 IF(FAT.T. IfI G FAT3401

C----/O FIRS ITEATIO
S N 0142 BCRI)T(O()*BTSL*(CRI)= .*LOPE-(JIBCi

SN 0133 YDf- SLIM1TJ*.5TSTEP*DX*FL0ATI*5/QMTHEI0TIE
SN A153 IF(XTCRIJ)SLOPE(J.L.. YDJl.YOI
SN 013655D.15 FAC=ACTSCRJ-LOPEIJI*DI4,O
SN 0136 IFIFAC.GT..) TSC=.5642SLPI(J+fSLD()-S0PfJ)/XC

SN 0150 331CT=IUE *DXD*FC

SN 0161 FACTTSLACRIT SOEJ
SN 0162 1Ff FACT.LT...ANOFACT.0TY1 I SC()=Y()SOEJ
SN 1644 IF(FAT.E.'..ANO.A8(jFACl-.J G.) (

SN 146IF(TI TSLCRIJISLOPEIj TLC(J..SLGN((J),FACTJ-BCI(J
SN /l6 33? ICONTINUE

SN 0167 TSl8TRJTIISLBFJ))TSLCRlJ)=OTIME PtJ

SN 0169 60SINTCO1G TO 3

SN D170 34 BTIJI=TP(CIIMITSE*XCJ*FLAI l/QTPIBJ,1TPIFJIMI

SN 0173 IFTSLCRJ fI/SURPEfJ.)-TITSUR(J)=10./OTIN

SN 0176s FACTzASITSLCR(Jl-SLOPEfJ))*OT1NE/Vf)(JI
SN 0157 IFfFACT.GT.1.) TSLCR(J1=SLOPE(J),(TSLCPIJ)-SLOPEfJ))/FACT
SN, 0179 GO TO 342
SN f%180 341 CONTINUE

SN 0181 FACT=TSLCRIJ)/SLOPE(J)
SN n162 IF(FACT.LT.C..ANO.-FACT.GT.YD(J)I TStCR(J)=-YD(JI*SLOPEIJ)
SN 0184 1Ff FACT.GE.Cl..AND.ABS(FACT-1.).GT.YO(J))

I TSLCR(JlzSLOPEfj3*f1.4S1]GN(YOfj),FACT-1.))
SN 116 332 CONTINUE
SN M187 1FTST2P.GT0)SL PEIjl)TSLCRJ*IME

SN 0169 GFO TOPJIE.) 350 ~ ~ l.

SN 111 IFlA8SfSlOP*EJ)).T..01l TLPEUR(J)S1N(TS2J0PE R(JI -TT

I *BCiiRCT2()1413TR(J-BCR96l
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SN 0193 TNI ISO FIJI IYI SUtFJII# SLOPE (JI0TI ME
Ss n194 350 CON~TF

SN 0195 320 CONTINUE
CHAPTEq 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ---- BEGINNING OF LOOP --- 4 4 4, 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
C----------- COMPUTES DENSITY INCREMENTS-----------------------------------

SN 0196 400 CONTINUIE
SN 0197 00 410 1-1,NPI
SN n198 IFITTER.EO.01 RHOA(I)=RHOfI)..5i*ORHO(Il
SN 02n0 TBARf1)=.5*jTP(!)+TjI))

SN 00 DRHDf 11=0.

SN 0 2')2 IF(TBAR(I).LE.TLI GO TO 405
SN 02n4 I FfP HOI I IEQ.RHOF I GO TO 405
SCN 0206 DPlHlII)=DT!ME*PF*(RHOF-RHOAITII*EXP(TRNEG/TBAR(1Il

SN 121T IF(RHO(Il.0P140(I).LT.RHOFI ORf4OtI1=RHOF-RHO!Il
SN n20q 405 RHOA(I1=RHOfI)+.5*ORHOI

SN 0 21 f 410 CONTINUE
c
C---------- COMPUTES NEW DISTRIBUTION nF GASEOUS FLUX, ASSUMING THAT
C FLUX IS IN THE OIRECTION OF DECPEASING DFNSITY (DARCY.Nv-.1.1
C OR THAT IT FOLLOWS DARCYIS LAW (DARCY.EQ.l.)

SN P211 IFIRHOAI1).EQ.l..ANO.RHOA(NP1).EO.1.) GO TO 435

SN 0213 J=NPI
SN n214 MCG(NP11=0.
rSN 01215 MG2=0.
5'J n716 DO 470 1=29NPI
SN 0217 ICPL=NP1+1-1
SN M718 MG(ICPL)=M4G(ICPL,11-DRHO(ICPL1)*X*RHOW/DTImE
SN '%?I I Ff CPL.EQ. N) MG( ICPL) =.S*1MG( I CPL)
SN ^'221 IF(RH0t I:PL).GT.RHOA(j)) J=ICPL
SN ()223 47() CONTINUE
SN "224 MGI=MG,( )-DPNO(1)*.5*DX*QHOW/DTIME

-'N 0225 IFIOARCY.NF.I.) GO TO 415

SN 0227 MG2=.25*(MG1-MG(1I-MG(N1.PG(NPl)I
SN 02?R 00 416 1,N
SN 172q 416 MG?=MG2.MG(Il
SN 0730 MG2=MG2/FLOAT(N)
SN 1231 GO TO 417

SN 0212 415 CONTTNUF
SN 0233 IF(J.FQ.NP1) GO TO 435

SN n735 IF(J.NE.11 MG?=.5*(MG(JlMG(J-I)1
SN 0737 IF(J.EO.I) MG2=MGI
SN 0239 417 CONTINUE

*SN n740 DO 430 I=1,NPI
SN 0241 430 M G(I 1l=MG(I 1-4G 2
SN 0742 MGI=MGI-MG2
SN 0243 MG2=-KG(NPI)

*SN 0744 41 5 CONTINUE
C
c----------- COmpUTES AVERAGE VALUES OF SPE 'I!C HEAT-------------------

SN 0245 00 440 I1,jNPj
*SN 0246 Al II=PCDX/DTIME

SN 0747 IF(PHOA(I).EO.1..AND.CPAS.EO.0.I GO TO 440
SN 0249 CORQ=CPACPAS*(TOARII)-T0K)
SN 0250 IF( R~rnAt I. EQ. 1.1 GO TO 441
SN 0252 C0RRU((RHOAII)-RHOFI*CORRRHOF*(1.-RHnA(1fl.(CPCCPCS.

I t TBAR (I I-TOK I I/R~nFMI

SN 0253 441 A(II)CORR*A(I
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SN 0254 440 CONTIUM
SN 0255 At I)u.9ft61t
SN 0256 AINP I 1.!,*A(NP1)I

C
C---------- COMPUTES AVERAGE VALUES OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY--------------

SN 0257 00 445 IvNPI
SN 0256 5411TCWDHX
SN 0259 IRHOAII).FQ.1..AND.TCAS.EQ.0.I GO TO 445
SN 30261 CVRR=TCATCAS*(TBAR(Il-TOK)
SN 1262 IF(RHOA().FQo.l GO TO 446
SN n264 CORRf(RHOA(I-RHOFICRR(1.-PI4OA(1))*(TCCTCCS*ITBAR(I)-

I TOKIII/RHOFMI
SN 0265 446 B(!)=COlRP*B(l)
SN 0266 445 CONTINUE
SN 0267 00 450 Tml,N
SN n268 ().'BTBTl)
SN q~269 450 CONTINUE

C
C----------- COMPUTES COEFFICIENT OF CONVECTIVE TERM---------------------

SN 0770 IF4"G1.EQ.O..AND.MG2.EQ.f0.) Gn Tf) 463
SN 0272 DO 4S5 1-1,N
SN 0273 C(I=MG(II*CPGD4
SN f0274 IF(CPGS.EQ.O.l GO TO 455

SN n276 C(I3=C(II*(1.,IIT8AR(I)+TRAR(1,Ifl*.5-T)K3*CPGSI
SN 0277 459, CONTINUE
SN 0278 C1=MC1.*CPGD)4*( 1.+(T8API1)-TnK)*CPGSI

SN 0279 C2=-MG2*'PGD4*(1.,(T8AP(NPII-TOIK)*CPGSI
SN M280 460 CONTINUE

C
C----------- CCMPUTES ENERGY SOURCE DUE TO PYROLYSIS IN THE SOLID ---

SN 0281 IF(PF.FQ.O.) GO TO 470
SN nA3 DO 46S I=1,NPI
SN 0284 D( I=W.
SN 0255 IF(DR~fl(I).EQ.0.) GO TO 465

SN 02F7 QP=TRARk( I)-TtOK
SN 028R OP=QP*(CPA+.5*CPAS*QP-RHOF*(CPC+.'*CPCS*QP))
SN 07p9 QP=QPC.CPW*OP/RHOFMI
SN 0290 O(I)=-QP*DPH(IDX*HCW/DTIME

SN 0291 465 CONTINUF
SN 0292 D(11=.S*D(1)
SN n293 D(NPII=.5*D(NP1I
SN 0294 470 CONTINUE

CHAPTER 5 5 5 5 5 5 --- TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX OPERATIONS-- 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
C
C----------- COMPUTES COEFFICIENTS: MUqF AND ST-------------------------

SN 0795 Do 510 IulN
SN 0296 F(I3=-B(I-C(13

SN 0297 510 CONTINUE
SN 0298 U(11=B(1I-C(1I.2.*Cl,.5*P41*EPSI*TBAR(13*03)
SN 0299 00 515 1-2,N
SN 0300UIuII)(-IC(3C11
SN 0301 515 rONTTNUE
SN 0302 U(NP1)UB(N14Z(Ni-2.*C2,.5*IH?.EPSZ*TBAR(NPI1**31
SN 0303 00 520 1=29NPI
SN 0304 (3n(1IBI)

SN 0305 520) CONTINUE
SN 0306 BTII3(All-U(13)*T(II-F(13*T(21,4.STI)K*(C1-CII).0(I).H1*TINFI
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SN 0307 90 525 1m2o.W
Sm 0308 T1.u3I-3Ig*L1IT1-I,4lS

1 4.*T0KSIC(I -CII+DII)
SN 0309 525 CONTINUE
SN 0310 BT(NPI)--M(NPII*T(N14(A(NPlI-U(NPII I*T(NPII*4.'TOK*(CIN)-C2)*

1 OINP1).H2*TINF2
SN 0311 00 530 IzlNPI
SN M112 UIII=IJI)*AtI)
SN 0313 S30 CONTINUE

C
C ---- MAKES APPPOPRIATE CHANGES IN COFFITCIENTS WHFN A SURFACE
C TEMPERATURE nouNnARY CONDITION IS GIVEN
C
C ---- FRONT SURFACE

SN 1314 IF(K8C(I.EQ.1) GO TO 540
SN 11316 BT(11uBST( 11,BC( It
SN 0317 GO TO 545

SN n318 541 CONTINUE
SN 0l3lqBj)=TI-9I*P
SN 0320 BT(2lm8Tf21-M(?)*TP(II+FTII)

SN 1321 21U2)FI
sN n32? ul1)-1.
SN 0323 MfIz-I.
SN fl374 545 CONTINUE

C
C---- BACK SLRFACE

SN 0325 IF(K9C(2).EQ.1) GO TO 55n

SN 0327 8TNjm~N~+~2
SN n321 GO TO 955
rN e)3?Q 55n CONTINUE
SN 0330 RT(NP1I=BTfNP1I-UfNPI)*TPlNPl)
S~ 1! n,31T(N~wPT(Nl-F(NI*TPINPI)+BT(NR1 )
SN f%332 U(Nl=U(N),PdINPIl
SN 1133 IJCNPI)=-I.
SM 0114' FIN)-I1.
SN n!35 555 CONTINUE

C
C ---------- SOLVES THE TRIOTAGnNAL MATRIX AND PUTS NEW TEMPERATURES
C IN ARRAY STMI

SN 0336 00 560 Iu2*NPI
SN n337 m(ITIM(I1/UlI-1)
SN 0?8 56n UII)=U(I1-m(Il*F(I-I)
S4 0139 DO 565 I=2,NPl
SN 0340 565 BT(II1BT(I)-M(Il*8TfI-1
SN M341 6T(NPIluBT(NP19fU(NPj
SN nl342 DO 570 1=19N
SN 0343 JmNPl-I
SN n344 570 6TIJluE8TIJ)-FIJ)*BTIJlI1)fu(jl

C
C ---------- MAKFS APPROPRIATE CHANGES IN SURFACE VARIABLES WHEN

C SUPFACF BOUNDARY CONDITION IS ON TEMPERATURE
SN 0345 1Ff KACfI lI.E.2) 60 TO 585
SN 0347 HFLUXlaBTIll
SN 0344 UTiI I-TP( It
SN n349 585 CONTINUE
SN 0350 IFIN8C(21.EO.21 GO TO 590
SN 0352 MFLUX2u8T(NP1)
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SN n353 BT|P II=TP( NPI I
SN n354 59n CONTINUE

C
CHAPTER 6 6 6 --- CONTROL OF NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AND STEP SIZF--- 6 6 1
C
C --------- CHECKS FOR MAXIMUM ERROR BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONS

C AND UPDATES TP(Il ARRAY
SN M'55 ERRzO.
SN 15b C MGzO.
SN 0"57 DO 610 I,,NPI
SN 0358 IF( I.fQ.l.OP.I.EQ.NPl) GO TO 607
SN '160 IF(ABSIBTIJ)-TPfIlI.LT.ERR) GO TO 617
SN 0362 EPRABS(BTfII)-TPiI))

SN n363 TFR=1
SN n164 607 CONTINUE
SN 0365 BETAMITPml

SN ^166 TPII)=BT(I)

SN n3fs7 BT( I)=ETAM1
SN n168 CHG=AMAXI(CHGAAS(TP(I)-T(II))
SN n369 610 CONTINUE
Sm 0370 ITER=ITER,1

C

r --------- DOES ?I PRELIMINARY ITERATIONS WHN B.C. IS NOT AT THE SURFA
"N 0371 IF ITBCIlI.EQ.O.AND.IBCI2).FQ. 0I G Tn 605
SN "373 IF( ITER.LT. 31 GO TO 3?5
SN 0375 605 CONTINUE

C

C --------- CHECKS FOR REQUIRED ACCURACY (ERRMXI-----------------------
S; n376 IF( ISTEP.EQ.O1 GO TO 61S
SN 0378 IF (PF + CPAS + TCAS + EPSI + EPS2 .EQ. 0.

1 .AND. IBC(1) + IBC(2).EQ. 0) GO TO 615
SN n380 IFIERR.LT.ERRMX.OR.ERRLT.ERRMX*CHG) GO TO 615
SN n3R? IFI ITER.EQ.ITERMX) GO TO 625

C
C --------- RELAXATION OF ESTIMATED TEMPERATURE PROFILE---------------

%N 0384 IF(RFLAX.EQ.0.I GO TO 4nO
SN 0386 BFTA=ERR/FDPMX
SN 0387 IFICHG.GT,.1 BETA=BETA/CHG
SN nl8q BFTA=AMINI(|.,ALOG(BETA|/RDENI
SN 03qo BETA=RFLAX*BETA

SN 0391 BFTAMI=z.-BETA

SN M392 00 640 T%,INPl
SN 0393 TPI II=BETA*BT(I )*BFTAMI*TP(I)

SN 0394 640 CONTINUE
SN n395 Gn TO 400

C
C --------- TIME STEP IS HALVED WHEN TOO MANY (ITERMXE ITERATIONS ARE
C REQUIREO. EXECUTION STOPS WHEN OTIME IS LESS THAN DTIMIN

SN 0396 625 CONTINUE
SN 0397 ERRzERR/CHG
SN 0398 WRITE(6,6111 ITERISTEPIERERR
SN 0399 611 FORMAT(* *** MORE THAN%913, ITERATIONS REQUIRED AT ISTEPz'914,

1 * / TEMP. RELATIVE ERROR AT I-'9399 WAS t91PE11.4

SN 0401) OTIM E.5*DTIME

SN 0401 IFIDTIME,GT.DTIMINI GO TO 310
SN 0)403 IFIN-2
SN 1404 GO TO 630
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SN n405 619 CONTINIE
C ---- COMPUTJ ? TOM~l ENERGY WIHICH ENTERED 'THE SLAB THROUGH
C FRONT (O1DT) AND BACK 402DTI SURFACE

SN 0406 Q1OT=QlDTiOQ1DT
SN 0407 Q2OTwQ2DT*DQ2DT
SN 0408 T6AR(l)z.5*ITPfI)+T(11
SN (t409 T5AR(NP1)u. 5*(TP(NPIlTINDI)V
SN 0410 DQIDT-HFLUX1+H1*(T1NFt-T8AR(IP-EPS1*TBAR(1I**4

1 -4, *CI *1TSAR(1M-T0KI
SN n411 D02DT=HFLUX2,H2SITJNF2-TBARINPIII-EPS2*TBAR(NPI)**4

I +4.SC2*(TBAR(NPII-TOKl

SN 0412 DQIDT=.500TIME*DOIIDT
SN F$413 OQ0T=.5*DTIME*DQ2DT

SN 0415 OIDT=Q2DT*OO2DT
SN 0415 02DTxQIDT*DQlDT

C
C ---------- UPDATES TIME AND DENSITY. CALCULATES NEW STEP SIZE AND
C MAGNITU)E OF TP(TI AND DRHOMI AT NEXT STEP

SN 0416 TIME=TIMEDT
SN 0417 CIIG=0.
SN M~418 DO 645 1-2tN
5'J 0419 fRP=ABSITP(l)-T(II)
SN n420 CHG=CHG.ERP
SN 0421 645 CONTINUE
SN n422 CI'4G--CHFLOAT(N-11
SN 0423 FPR=I0TSTEP/14G
SN n424 IF(ERR.cT.1 ERR=I./ERP
SN n426 ERR=I.-ERR
SN 0427 IFITER.GT.ITERID1 EREPP*FLOAT(ITERIDI/FLOAT(ITER)
SN 0429 DT~mE=AMINIIDTIMAXDTIP4E*(DTSTFP/CHG)**ERRI

SN 0430 IF( ITFR.LE.ITERIDI GO TO 635
SN 0432 DTIME=DTIMF*SQPT(FLOAT(ITERID1/FLOAT(ITER1I
SN n433 635 CONTINUE
SN 0434 IF(DTIME.GT.DTIMIN) GO TO 630
Sk 0436 [FIN-=3
SN n437 630 CONTINUE
SN n438 IF(TIMEDTIPF.GT.TMLASTl DTIME=TMLAST-TIME

S4 144ft CHG=DTIME/2.f(TIME-TIMFAVI
*SN 0441 DO 6 20 1I v NO I IF (ISTEP. EQ.O0) CHO 0.
*SN n442 TBAR(I)=.5*ITPII).T(1))

SN 0443 ERR=Ttil
SN 0444 TfT3=TP(fl

SN 0445 TP(I I=T(I).C91G*fT()-ElRR)

SN 0446 RHO(IltRHOtI)+DRHOI!)
SN 0)447 DPHOl(I)mCHG*DPt4O(Il
SN 0448 IF(OP(Tf)P40f11.LT.RHOFl DQHO(TlmOHOF-ftH(I)

SN 0450 620 CONTINUE
* C 1

CHAPTER ??7?? 7 7--- END OF LOOP --- 777 ?7 7 7 77 7 77 77?7
* C

C ---------- CHECKS WHETHER TO RETURN TO MAIN FOR OUTPUT -------
SN M451 ISTEP-ISTEP~l
SN 0452 IF( TIME .GE.TMLAST.OR. ISTEP. EQ.LASTEPI RETURN
SN 0454 IF(IJSTEP.EQ.KSTEPR) RETURN
SN n456 IF( IFIN.NE.01 RETURN
SN 0458 GO TO 310
SN 1459 END
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2101.1. 7

SN 0002 SWIOUSWjm OUTPUTE IPRIN MI
SN 0!P03 COMMON/SPYCOM/BC( 2) 9CPA 9CPC9C PG9C PAS 9CPCS vCPGS 9 ARCY 9 TYW"AX 9

1 OT1NEDTIMI[NDTSTEPDXEPS.EPS2ERtqXHFLUX19HFLUX2,
2 H1,H?,IBC(2) .IFIN,ISTEP.ITER,ITER1O.ITERNE,KBC(21,
3 LASTEPM6(44h9MG1R2,4,NPI,PF,QP0,Q1DTQ2DTRELAX,
4 RHO(44),RHOA(443 ,RHOFRHOWSLIMITT(44),TBAR(44I,

s TBC( 2,1503 ,TCATCCTCASTCCSTIMFTIMEAVT IMEIC( 153,

6 TINF19TIW 2*TMLAST*TRNEG9TOKiXBCI2)

SN 0004 REAL MG,MGI,MG2
ISN nmoQ5 REAL'S LAS( 31/4HTEMP,7HOENSITY,8HMASSFLUX/

C --------- COMPUTES FRACTION OF INITIAL WEIGHT
'SN nm^6 R HD8AR- 1.
'SN 01)n7 IF(RHOA(I1.EQ.1..ANDRHOA(NPI).EQ.1.) GO TO 20
.ss Moog RO8AR=.5*P140A(!3

5sN 0010 DO 21 1-2,N
SN 0^11 RI4nAA-RHO8AR+RHOA(I)
SN 001? 21 CONTINUE
SN A1013 RH4DAR=RHOSAR+.5*RHOA(NPI)

SN 0014 R HOSAR-RmOBAR /F LOA T(N)
SN 0015s 20 CONTINUE

C --------- COMPUTES MEAT FLUXES
SM 0016 QCONVIlHI*(TINFI-TSAR()ll
SN OnIT RERhaO1EPS1*TBARI 1)**4
SN nn1R QCONVnH*(TINF 2-TPAR (NPII I
SN 0'n19 RfRA02sEPS2*TBARl NPI **4

C --------- PRINTOUT OF STATION VARIABLES
In ~71 WPITE(691021 TSTfP,K8C(1) ,KRC(7I ITERvDTTM1E

*nn~ oo 12 FORMAT(//9 ISTFP-1,1594 KfSC(l)ult, KBC(?)w,12,0 TTER-9,129

1 I DTIME',1IPEI0.3)
SN 0'n22 WRTTE16,103) MGlttMG2,RmrsAR

S4 0073 111 FORMAT(l MGI=O,1PEIO.3,' Mr?=f,F10.3, RHOBAR=6,'PF8.51

SN 0'n24 WRITE(691041 TIMEAVItFLUXIQCONVIARAO1,Q1O)T,

I HFLUX2,QCVNV?,RERAD2,Q2DT
SN M^25 104 FORMATI' 071MEAV-' 9F 8. 2,' ORADI m , 1PEII. 3 9 QC0NVI1=-,EIOl. 3,

1 I RERADI1',EI0.39, QIDTzlqFlO.3f16X,' QRA02mlvF1l.39
2 0 QCONV2u*,FIfl.3vs RERAD2-IvEln.3.4 Q2DT-§,FIO.14)

C --------- PRINTOUT nF BOUNDARY CONDITION MATCH
SN o026 tF(XBC(l1.EO.0.1 GO TO 21
SN 0028 TPCC.T(IBC(1IJXBC(1)*(T(IBC(13*I3-T(IBC(1)I
SN 0"?9 WRITE(691051 BC(1),TBCC
CN Mn30 1fl5 FORMAT( FRONT B.C.:9,26XF8.3,?X,F8.3)

SN 0031 WPITEE 6,1063

SN 0032 106 FORMATI,%15IX'TEMPFRATURE SHOULD SF*1912X$IS:fl
SN 0033 23 CONTINUE
SN 0034 IF(XSC1?I.EQ.0.1 GO TO 24
SN 0036 TBCCaTIIBC(23IESC(21*(T(IBC(2I11-T(ISC(233I
.SN on,37 WRI1I69107) Br(21*TBCC
SN 0038 107 FORMATI' REAR Fl*C*:',27XqFp~,qXqFB.3I

SN0039 IF~xBCI1).EQ.0.) WRITE16,106)

"SN 0041 24 CONTINUE
;'SN 0042 IF( IPRINT*EQ.11 RETURN

C ----------PRINTOUT OF ARRAYS
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SN DP44 114,O AIIIaBttme,
SN 0045 100 FORMAT(l --- PROFILES --- 4/1H *Ae,lIPII.3f19EIIFI1.311
S4 0046 IF(RH40BAR.~o.l RETURN
SN 0048 WRITE16,1O11 LA6(21q(RHOA(Il,1u1,NPI)
'SN (%049 101 FO0tMAT(IH 9A8t11FlI.5/(9X*IIFII.511

SN 005 00 30 1a2%N
SN 01051 J-NPl.1-I
SN 005? MG(JI=.5b("G(JlNG(J-lI
SN 00S3 30 CONTINUE
SN 03054 '4G( 1 uNG1
SN n055 WPITEI6,08) LA9(3)vfNG(11,1=1,NPl
S4 0056 IV4 FORMAT(jtq vA8,lPIIEII.3f(9XIlEII*3ll
SN MMS7 RFTUctN

SN 0058 END
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